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Hawkins Delivers Scathing Rebuke to Federal Officials
and Their Methods of Procedure in Securing Indlct- ments Before Santa Fe Grand JuryEI Paso Times Con
tains Interview of Great Interest to New Alexicans-Phelps-Doand Its Officials and Employes Not Afraid
of Impartial InvestigationSays Counsel.
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Telescopic snapshot of Poinmern. Gortnnn balloon, which won Jut.
distance
iordcn licnnou international cup rwf In record-breakin- g
flight; photo takVi during the great race.

HEW YORK HAS PASSED MASONS WILL CONVENE
PANIC

STAGE

IN ALBUQUERQUE

SAFELY

IN

1908

Secretary Corteiyou Says Fi- Grand Lodge. KnlgiUs Templar
And Grand Chapter Are
nancial Difficulties There
All Coming

Are Now Over.

EASTERN STAR WILL ALSO
COLD SHIPMENT IS
MEET IN THIS CITY.
COMING FROM EUROPE.
New York, Oct. 28. The stock exchange and banks closed at noon today without any further failures of
Importance
and with considerable
Improvement
of tho stock market
and with several Important remedial
measures taken or agreed upon to
strengthen the financial situation. A
distinct setme of relief is apparent
everywhere.
It is understood that
the treasury department will as heretofore advance gold for immediate
use so as to avoid the time occupied
In transit from Europe.
Meanwhile
clearing house loan certificates will
be issued as a precautionary measure. The runs upon the Trust Company of America and the Lincoln
Trust company abated largely today.
Drafts of country banks on their
New York reserve
were heavy but
not alarming.
Kurope.
Gold
The announcement was made today that negotiations have practically been completed for the Importation of a large amount of gold
from Europe.
James fcittllman, president of the
National City bunk, said today:
"The situation has been saved by
the action of the secretary of the
treasury, who has been go ably assisted by the whole hearted cooperation of Mr. Morgan."
.secretary Cortelyou had a conference todav with George W, Perkins
of J. P. Morgan & Co. after which
Perkins said: "I think this will be
the last day of financial difficulty."
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Carlsbad, N. M Oct. 26. All tho
Masonic,
in 1908 will
convention
be held In Albuquerque. The grand
lodge of New Mexico decided at its

session Wednesday to hold Its next
meeting In the Ltuke City, and the
Grand Commandery, Knights Templar and the Orand Chapter, Royal
to
Arch Masons decided yesterday
meet the Fame week next year at
the same place as the grand lodge.
The Kastern Star Is concluding Its
sessions today and there is. little
doubt but that it will also select Albuquerque as its next meeting place.
Knight Ttxnplur onicvrM.
The
Commandery
of
lirand
Knights Templar of the Territory of
New Mexico has elected the following officers for tho ensuing year:
Grand commander. Dr. J. S. Slack,
Clayton: deputy grand commander,
O. L. Gregory, Las Vegas; Generalise
slmo, Dr. J. II. Wroth, Albuquerque;
captain general, George A. Shepard,
Demlng; grand senior warden, J. W.
Poe. Koswell; grand junior warden,
J. J. Kelley, Silver City; grand
treasurer, A. J. Maloy, Albuquerque!
grand recorder, A. A. Keen, Albuquerque;
C.
grand chaplain,
D.
Boucher, Las Vegas; grand standard
boarer, John T. Bolton, Carlsbad;
grand sword bearer, R. M. Pars-onsltoswell; grand warden. H. P. Stephens, Santa Fe; grand guard, A.
M. Whitcomb, Albuquerque.
Itoyal Anil I'leviioii.
The grand chapter of Koyal Arch
Masons in New Mexico has elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: Grand high priest. James
G. Fitch, Socorro; deputy grand high
priest, C. D. Boucher, Las Vegas;
grand king. J. J. Kelly, Silver City;
grand scribe, Dr. J. C. Slack. Clayton; grand treasurer, A. J. Maloy,
Albuquerque; grand secretary, A. A.
Keen, Albuquerque.
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War Department Official Has
Made Estimate of Flight of
Leading Balloons.

V0I0

Paul, Minn..
26.
Oct.
The
United States circuit court of appeals
today handed down u decision that
the Colorado statute prohibiting
foreign corporations from prosecuting or defending a suit in that state
unless they paid the annual license
of two cents for each thousand dolWashington. D. C Oct. 26. The lars capital stock, la unconstitutional
official measurements of the tlight if literally Interpreted as to any corof the two leading balloons has been porations engaged In Interstate commade by officials of the war depart- merce.
ment, arid the Potnmern has been
declared the victor by six miles. The (X)Mi'um iti:itHT
official compulation is as follows:
OV 1107 COTTON KKIKHIT
Washington, D. C, Oct. 26. The
St. Louis (Forest park), to Asbury
I'ark, M73.4 miles; St. Louis to
complete report of the census buN. J., t67.4. The Pomment reau on the quantity of cotton in this
landed at Albury Park, the longest year's crop ginned up to October 11
distance traveled by the competitors shows 4.407.07$ bales and 2J.K34 acand Lisle de Prance at Herberts-vill- tive ginneries. In 1906 there were
4,931,661 bale and 66,125 active ginAll of thft data relating to
the neries.
anchorage of the balloons had been
Kniiiier Mtut.4 Iowil.
telegraphed to Washington and the
Prescott,
Aris., Oct.
26.
preparation of a map of the flight
The
has been begun by William Welch, Humboldt smelter ceased operations
Inchief draughtsman
of the signal at midnight upon telegraphic
corps. IT. S. A. It Is expected that structions from
Inability to
the Aero club of America will adopt raise funds to keep the plant In opthese figures and award prizes
eration Is given as the reason for
the shut down.
St.

e.

Bo.-to- n.

El Paso, Tex., Oct. 26.
ing Times of Thursday said:
"That court oflicials were removed
at the Instigation of assltant United
States attorneys, and that a grand
Jury was chosen at Santa Fe primar
ily for the purpose or securing men
who would act implicitly upon the
suggestions of these upeclal agents
ot the government In returning inwere
dictments; that suggestions
made about their testimony to prosattorneys,
by
these
pective witnesses
and that the Bavage attacks upon
men who are known as foremost In
the world of science and charity. Is
tn keeping with the sensational mode
of procedure in a morbid desire 10
Indict any anu everybody who h
purchased lands from the territory
of New Mexico, Is the substance ot
last
a statement made in this citycounnight by Judge W. A. Hawkins,
Phelps-Dodg- e
Interests.
the
for
sel
"Judge Hawkins returned yesterday from Santa Fe, N. M. He was
requested by the Times to make a
Instatement with reference to the pardictments found against certain
ties alleged to be employes of the
Phelps-Dodg- e
company, and also
against the members of the firm, recently at Santa Fe. In reply to this
request, Mr. Hawkins stated:
"'In this instance I am going to
depart from the usual rule which
governs all attorneys under which
they do not fight their law cases in
I am going to do
the newspapers.
this because of the fact that these
Indictments constitute an attack up
on the character and reputation of
many prominent men, who for a
been
great number of years have
known as foremost not only In busi
ness enterprises, but In works of
charity and advancement
of the
highest class of citizenship, and the
preservation or tne laws or tne court'
try in every way posMble.
Men of Illgticst Character. :
refer to the n.embers cotr-po- s
'"I
trig the firm of Phelps, Dodge and
company. The Indictments also constitute an attack upon the character
and reputation of such men as Dr.
James Douglas and Dr. L. D. Kick
etts, who are eminent In science and
who are most directly known to the
people of this tectlon of the country
work
in the great development
which has been carried on by them,
as the lieutenants and officers of the
Phelps-Dodg- e
company: nd also an
attack upon the character of a great
many young men of Arizona, who
have affiliated with these gentlemen
In their work to say nothing of the
embarrassment and unjust notoriety
given to the names of the ladies of
an
Dr. Rlckett's family. Including
aged mother and an invalid sister.
" 'By these Indictments, alfo. It
Is sought to Involve one or two attorsurveyors and others,
neys, land
whose connection with the whole
matter was as remote as possible
and who have acted in this Instance,
as has been customary In thousands
of similar Instance In which the
development of coal fields has been
sought, and who have In no way
made proof or statement, the truth
of which the government questions.
Coal I41111I Laws.
" 'In order that the public may un
of
derstand upon what statement
facts these Indictments are predicted. It Is necessary to refer to the acts
of congress which provide the meth
od by which coal lands upon public
domain may be acquired, and also to
refer to the facts which must exist
before coal deposits, under the laws
as they exist, can be developed.
" 'In the first place, every citizen
of the United States is entitled to
locate 160 acres of coal land. It must
be locatd for his own benefit and at
the time of location he must make
proof that he is not acting for the
interests of any other person In
seeking to exercise his right. It Is
a wel! known fact that the coal de
posits of New Mexico, and generally
wnerever round in the mountain re
gions, are remote from railroad con
nections, and It Is Impossible to In
any way develop the same or handle
the output until a railroad Is built
to such fields. It Is a fact that hun
dreds of thousands of acres of well
known coal .lands exist In soldi bod
ies in various parts of New Mexico
and that nououy will enter them be
cause no capital can be gotten to
gether to build a railroad to them.
The government requires that $10
these
Per acre chall be raid
lands whenever entered. If the same
sre more than 15 mlts from a rail
road, and 20 per acre If within 16
miles.
Makes Ijiiiil Valuable--.
" 'Whenever a railroad la promot
ed to Duild Into hitherto unoccupied
coal fields, for the purpose of bring
ing out the coal, the tame becomes
ot some value.
" 'The friends of the promoters Immediately see a prospect ahead of
being able to profit in event of location of such coal fields, and it Is
not an unusual thing, but quite the
regular order, for those who have
Inside Information as to the probability of the construction of such
railroads to immediately make fil
ings on such coal lands. Some persons may be acting more or less In
unison and with an Idea and plan of
disposing of their entries to the best
advantage after such railroad
is
and they frequently
constructed.
ciuo logeiner, employ an attorney,
in fact, who thereafter furnishes all
proof the government requires
tn
ihe Interests of each of the entry-nteEvery man who makes his coal
entry In this mariner undoubtdly
has the belief that he will profit by It.
No individual can work a coal mine,
and no Individual in entering such

tr

n.

lands has anv Idea of himself work- his coal field.
'His hope and Idea Invariably Is
to sell and dispose bf the fame to
some company that 'he may know
which has been organized, or hopes
will be organized, for the purpose
of supplying coal from such lands
to the market. The; mere fact that
a lot of men of kindred association
work In unison with each other, thus
taking up rights to be held by each
thereof. Is by no means any evidence that there waw any agreement.
contract or secret arrangement that
tney were acting In making nuch en
try ror any one else. But under precisely such statement of facts, the
special agents of the t'nlted States
charge that the men who made en-- is
In the Durango cosl fields, Just
at the time It was thought the
Phelps-Dodg- e
people were working
to hid id a railroad Into that field,
had a secret understanding with the
Phelps-Dodg- o
company; that they
would devote euch entries for the
benefits of that company, and not for
their own Individual benefit.
How TlX'v Pnoi-Mel- .
" 'As the first move In w hat they
call the protection of the court, but
what a very large number of people
In New Mexico regard as very unusual protection, they requested the
court, pretending to, represent the
department of Justice at Washington
to remove a clerk. The Judge of the
court, In order to convince them that
they were to have fair treatment In
every way at, the hands of the court,
and to disarm them of a suspicion
that they would not have the same.
instantly compiled with their re'
quest.
"'They then demanded that he appoint a clerk of their own naming,
which he accordingly did, but who
turned out to be an employe of one
of the denarfmenLK ,nt Washington.
absolutely under the1 domination of
these United State u.?"rriys.
. " This particular olcik: however.
could not leave Washington immediately, and so at the request of the
special assistant to the attorney general, the Judge appointed a epectal
agent of the Interior department,
who for the past year has been operating In New Mexico, and who was
closely allied with an assistant to the
attorney generals In their work. This
party acted as such clerk from the
day of the removal of the former
clerk.
Tlie) Grand Jury.
" 'With this slogan for the hue
and cry which they 'have so rensa
tionally raised In Santa Fe. they
summoned before the grand Jury at
mat place such witnesses and such
evidence as tney, In their opinion,
thought would bear out this contention, and submitted the sume to a
grand Jury comprised
of sixteen
Mexicans and five Americans; and
demanded of that grand Jury that
Indictments 'be brought
not only
against the Individuals who made
thes entries, nearly all of whom
were In a position to know and did
know In advance of others that there
was the probability of some railroad
being constructed; but also all of
the members of the firm of Phelps,
Dodge and Co., of New York, which
firm, It is alleged, furnished the
money which was paid to the government In purchase of the said coal
lands.
" 'None of the panties who made
such entrle., nor any one having any
knowledge of the true facts, was
subpoenaed before the grand Jury,
except one entryman, who happened
to be a notary public, who had taken
some acknowledgments on the part
of these entrymen with reference to
some lands, and whose notarial recit
ords the special agents thought
profitable for them to Introduce.
Made- by Individual!.
" 'It was also currently reported,
believe it to be true, that he
ami
stated and testified that the entries
were made by each Individual for
himself; that no promise, contract
or agreement hid been entered Into
by which the lands were to be secured for the benefit of the Phelps-Dodg- e
company; that he had paid
for his own entry and that all entries of such lands were owned by
those who had entered them, notwithstanding that three years had
passed away since the entry and
every entryman hid a perfect liberty
to and did own. and had the right If
he desired to sell and convey the
land to whomever he pleased, at
whatever price he pleased.
" 'Why, under this statement of
facts an indictment could have been
found, the puulic will be at a loss to
know, but there aro many facts In
connection with the finding of the
Indictments shown to those who
watched the progress of the matter,
hic h go a long way In explanation.
regular
United
"'First 'The
States district attorney
of
and hU assistants who generally try such cases have been displaced, and a special corps of attorneys sent out from Washington, D.
C, together with a very large number of special agents, detectives and
others, who tilled Santa Fe with their
charges of fraud, and all kinds of
puollc crimes in which various public men were to be indicted.
In Jury Room.
" 'The secrets of the grand Jury
room hide from the public view all
that occurs In such bodies, but much
in every community leaks out where
the public Is Interested, as In this
matter.
It was currently reported
that this entryman was the only
witness allowed to the defense and
even this opportunity would have
been denied them except for the notarial records which necessitated his
getting before the Jury.
"Uuder the laws of New Mexico
In

1

New-Mexic-

Ij-u-

the grand Jury Is selected by the
Judge of the court, his clerk, and a
special commissioner appointed
by
the Judge. At that time the commis
sioner whose duty It was to assist
in selecting the grand Jury was Ma
jor Palem, president of the First
National bank at .Santa Fe. end a
man whose integrity and uptighlnss
is unquestioned everywhere. He was
removed as commissioner and an
other appointment made at the Instigation of the special assistants and
me grand jury was selected under
such circumstances.
The Procedure.
" This grand Jury met. proceeded
with some minor work and then was
adjourned for thirty days. In order to
allow the special assistants to confer
with the departmen: at Washington
as .to what course to take in the
many threatened pr isecutlons, alleging many violations not only of the
United Slates laws, but of the territorial laws, with which this court
had nothing to do.
" 'When these legal representatives
of the United (States In Washington
had finally agreed upon the .policy to
be pursued, the grand Jury was reconvened.
" 1 was told when I reached Santa T that the grand Jury was a fairly good body of men, and that there
was In particular one good, strong
Mexican, a democrat, end one who
was 11 repuollcan on the Jury who
would
probably
largely
Influence
their fellow Mexican members.
" 'I am not acquainted with that
part of the territory, and do not
kmw any of the individuals com
prising the grand Jury.
Jurors Excused.
"
upon the
'Immediately
vention of the Jury the two named
men, one a republican and one a
democrat.' were each excused by the
court, without any reason being given therefor, except that It was talked publicly around the court house
"ol Mania Fe that
and 011 the stro-a'.they had been excused by request of
the court acting
the prosecution,
from a standpoint of convincing the
United States It was to be fairly
treated.
" 'The procedure, however, was so
unusual, and being unaccompanied
by any explanation of the court, the
people of Santa Fe, while willing to
give the court credit for desiring to
be fair, do not give such credit to
th eattorneys general, openly charging that some parties were excused
because they were strong men and
feared
the special assistants
that
they would have their own opinions
and ssert their own Judgment as to
Indicting those undir charges.
" "From the hour of the excusing
of these men, everything pointed to
the fact that a .majority of the Jury
believed that they were turned over
to the assistant attorney general to
act upon their advice and accept
their conclusions, and the fact that
an indictment was found against a
large number of these persons was
not a surprise to those who watched
the proceedings,
Kurprlse to Kveryono.
" 'It was a surprise, however, to
even those who were Interested In
the matter to know that the demands
of the government
official
advised
the Jury to Indict in this connection
not
possibly have
men who could
participated in any questionable way
in the transaction complained ' of;
such men. for instance, as Dr. James
Douglas, a man whom the people of
El Puso, Texas, and the whole southwest know 'well, and alleging as a
reason for such Indictment that he
was a member of the firm of Phelps,
Dodge & Co., which firm. It is alleged, paid the government by the entrymen for these land, when the
slightest Inquiry would have revealed
the fact that Dr. Douglas Is not and
never was a member of the firm of
Phelps. Dodge & Co., on the same
grounds, when he has become a
member of that firm only since the
death of his father, a few weeks
ago; the indictment of Mr. Clevewho probably never
land Dodge,
heard of the transaction; of Mr. McLean, as a member of the firm of
i'helps. Dodge & Co., when so far tut
I know he was never in Arizona, and
undoubtedly never heard
of
this
transaction. All because the government contended that the money for
the payment of some entries came
from Nw York.
Wit least's I'limitc-ncWilli Prcwvu
lion.
" 'Witnesses were taken before the
grand Jury and when their testimony
did not suit to a "T" the theory of
lie special attorneys, were promptly
threatened with prosecution for forgery, for false swearing.
" 'Other witnesses were taken before tho special attorneys in advance
of going before the gTand Jury, and
suggestions made as to how they
should testify.
" 'It is currently reported, and I
believe It to be true, that a demand
made by the assistant attorneys for
the Indictment for perjury of one
witness, a surveyor, who had testified with reference to a few simple
facts relating to his being employed
to make, a eurvey by the attorney In
fact of these gentlemen whoso lands
were entered, because he stated that
he had no knowledge of any corporation employing htm, but on tho contrary believed that the attorney In
fact, who employed him, represented
the entrymen only, and that in asking for his Indictment the United
States made a savage and bitter attack upon family incidents on the
history of matters which were In no
way brought out n evidence before
the grand Jury.
Alnumt 'Savage.'
" 'A little bic of savagery and the
disposition of the United States at- re-e-
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torneys came In the evidence before
the court, upon the demand by the
attorney general for the attachment
ot Miss Klcketta, an rnvalld, living
In New Jersey, who had furnished
affidavits of her physician and others
that she was unable, to obey the
subpoena.
,
" 'The fact Is that several months
ago a special agent went to the home
ot Mrs. Klcketu, who lives in Princeton, N. J., who Is 69 years old, and
who resides with Miss Klcketta, an
Invalid, both of whom had made coal
entries at the suggestion of their son
and brother. Dr. Ulcketts, who Is alleged to be the
in
...
,
.
this matter.

ALLEGED

CASES

LAUD

FRAUD

SETTLED

SAYS FALL

Attorney General Back From
Washington After Talk With
i,
1W0.. Uiilon live . uU.. aluu
no male advisor except
Department oiflcla'.s.
and brother. Dr. Rlcketts,
or

.

HbuHd

and have
their son
manager ot the Cananea properties.
Tlicy ToW All.
" The special agents 0? the Interior
department Induced these ladles to
tell all about- - how they made their
coal land entries, and they did so,
cuiulidly and fully. They said they
had made the entries at the suggestion of Dr. Rlcketts, and they had
paid the money themselves, ipart of
it, and Dr. Rlcketts had paid the
balance for them. They said they
owned their land entries
and paid
taxes on the sume. The special agents congratulated them upon having
removed a cloud by their statements,
they reduced to
which statements
writing. The agents returned next
day and represented to these ladies
that they had the right to request
them to swear to their statements.
They then read what pretended to
be such statements, and required the
ladles to sign and swear to the same,
which they Aid.
" 'Under these statements on September SOth, they ad these two
ladles served In their homes at
Princeton, N. J with subpoenas to
appear at finnta Fe. N. M-- . to testify
before the grand Jury 11 days later.
Scouted Evidence,
" 'When the evidence .was suibmlt-te- d
to the attorney
of the United
States of the invalid character of
one of these witnesses, they scouted
it, and acknowledged in a boasting
manner that the attorney general of
the United- States had already been
wired by them ubout the matter, and
they hud announced to him that they
would personally take the responsibility for bringing the invalid. Except for the humanity of the court
trying the case, this refined and invalid woman so far as the special
attorney was concerned would have
been dragged . hurriedly across the
United (States to confront a grand
Jury, In company with a negro woman .her servant.
" There are a great many details
to the whole matter which I have
not recited, which make It a most
savage attack upon the honest Impulses of well meaning people, who
at the most could only be charged
with technical violations of the law,
long since barred by the statute of
limitations, if they ever existed, and
there are wmo developments affecting It which may be hoard of later,
which go to the very existence of
the Indictments themselves." "
"Judge Hawkins said that the receipt of the telegram recalling
assistant attorney, to Washington, hail been rather a surprise to
that otlhial. Ho declined to dlseu.
other features of the cases in Santa
Fe."
,

-
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PRESIDENT

Will

BOTH
t

AID

TERRITORIES

utor

Ailnilssiioii of New
Mexico
anil ArlAonit to Single) SIuU'IummI
Nothing Before Next
Coil-givs-

Ho Kujs.

Washington. D. C. Oct. 26. President Koosevelt Is quoted by the Associated Press today as stating to
Senator Flint of California that he Is
In favor and will work for the admission to single statehood of both
New Mexico and Arizona. The president, however, expressed the opinion that it would be Impossible to
do anything before the next session
of congress but he stated that he
would be f mi nd ready at any time to
aid the fight for statehood.

.

COPPER SLUMP DOES
NOT AFFECT GREENE
The attorney general of New MexIs one of the most
fearless men In the present republican administration.
He Is not afraid to speak out and
he generally speaks direct and to
the point.
While In Washington recently, he
took up the mailer of land frauds
in this territory with the interior department.
Speaking of his work In Washington, the El Paso Times says:
Judge A. B. Fall, attorney general
for the territory of New Mexico, and
who Is In El Paso on his return from
Washington, where he went for a
conference with the secretary of the
Interior and Attorney General Bona-pait- e,
was asked yesterday if there
were any new developments In the
New Mexico alleged land frauds.
"The matter," said Judge Fall,1
"has been settled and the public
will heur no mo re ji bout It. There was
no fraud so far as the lumber company was concerned, or so far as
Dr. Rlcketts is concerned In the coal
land business. The secretary of the
Interior and Attorney General Bonaparte and myself wuiit over the
whole case in the timber land question and if there was any mistake
mude it was made as to th territory's Jurisdiction or power to sell
the lands, and that is a matter for
congress to adjust w hen It meets. The
charges of fraud were all based on
technicalities and you have no doubt
observed from your own paper's
telegraphic news that the assistant
federal attorney who hus created all
the sensation has been recalled to
Washington.
"As to the Indictments over the
coal lands, that Is something
that
took place while 1 was In Washing1 am not acquainted
ton.
as to the
details, but from what I have learned since returning to El Pao I am
inclined to the belief that it Is another mare's nest."
Colonel Greene Solid.
Before he was attorney general of
New Mexico, Judge Fall was counsel
for Col. W. O. Greene, the copper
magnate, and when asked yesterday
what he thought of the report that
stockholders had asked for a receiver for the Greene Gold-Silvcompany, Judge Fall said:
"I do not think anything about It
because I know absolutely that it Is
false. Mr. Greene is not likdebted to
any of his companies. But they are
Indebted to him and whenever a receiver Is called for he Is the only
man to make the call und would be
pretty apt to name the receiver. Mr.
Greene's company does not owe over
$500,0ii
and I know that on one
deal he has raised three times that
No
umount in the last few days.
matter what Ihe. speculators do ta
copper stock they cannot do Mr.
Greene."
ico, A. B. Fall,

HOWARD CLAItK SENT TO
SI'. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
Howard Clark, of the Benhaimln-dli- n
Trading company, was taken to
St. Joseph's
today and
hospital
placed In a tent house especially
erected for him. Mr. Clark is seriously ill but his condition Is not considered at all dangerous, and his
physician Hates that he will undoubtedly make a rapid recovery.
For th time being, however, his
friends are not allowed to visit him.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF

10,000

THERE DURING

PAST FOUR YEARS
It was stated by Governor Georg
Curry In his speech at the opening of the 27th annual
territorial
fair at Albuquerque that the population of New Mexico had grown during the past ten years from 197,000
to 400,000 and that by far the larger

portion of this phenomlnal Increase
had taken place In the open country
eant of the Rio Grande Valley. Thta
Important utterance from the chief
coupled
executive of the territory,
with his advocacy of a new effort
to bring about the passage of an enabling act for the admission of New
Mexico into the union as a tingle
state was an eye opener to many
of his hearers and has been the subject of speculation In the minds of
those who have failed to follow with
any degree of study the progress of
the territory in which they live. For
the purpose of bringing to the attention of the people of Albuquerque
and throughout the commonwealth
at large an example of the wonderful rapidity with which the surrounding country is filling up, together with the high character of
the fcomeseekers who are casting
their iots within our borders and
from whom much of our future
is to come, the Evening Citizen recently sent a member of its
staff into the Estancla Valley, perhaps the most striking Instance of
rapid development along agricultural lines In the entire territory.
lp

feet varrylng to 0,200 feet according
to location. To the eye it presents
one of the moot beautiful vistas of
level plain to be found in New Mexico, its Impressive stretch of fertile
land being framed on all sides with
the deep blue of the - mountains
whose precipitous faces and brcken
ledges furnish Innumerable opportunities for the hunter and excursionist. Skirting the valley and surrounding it on all sides are the
Manzano, the Oalllnas, the San Pedro, the South, the Ortiz and the
by
Padernal mountains reenforced
the Los Animas hills and the Lobo
and Tres Jumanes mesas while from
various portions of the valley the
lofty summits of the Santa Fe and
plainly visible.
Pecos ranges are
From the sides of these mountains
for countless centuries during the
spring of the year the melting snow
unit mountains torrents hnva rniahnit
carrying with them and spreading
over the entire plain a mountain
wah rnoatly composed of rich red
sandy loam the chemical analysis of
which compares favorably with that
of the most fertile land to be found
anywhere in the southwestern country and from which have been prospecimens
duced some remarkable
In the vegetable and
cereal line.
Those who wers fortunate enough to
visit the valley exhibit at the recent

;

iiiax;ks in of thevalley.
recent esAvailing himself the

by the progressive citl-eof Kstancla and their Albuquerque friends of an automobile line
between this city and the valley
towns the writer
made the trip
through the beautiful Tijeras canon,
across
the Kstancla plain and
through the towns of Morlarty, and
the county
Mcintosh to Estancla
seat. It was something over eighteen months since he had visited the
dlBlrict included in the assignment
given him by the editor of the Citi-se- n
and to state that the panorama presented to his view as he
passed through the valley in the
speeding machine of the Albuquerque
and Estancla Automobile company
was a revelation, la putting It mildly.
When here before, the towns of Morlarty and Mcintosh were scarcely
more than names and the country
about them was a vast stretch of
prairie given over for miles In every
direction to the sheep herder and to
silence, while the present capital of
Torrance county was a small collection of nondescript buildings hardly
warranting the appelaiion of town.
Now on every side he beheld the evidences of a well settled farming community sprinkled on the right hand
and the left with homes and outbuildings, well fenced claims containing large acres of broken ground
an dl nail directions those picturesque
allys of the agriculturist the windmills.
INCREASE IX POITUVTIOV
Here within this limited area
alone, during the past three years
has come from all the states of the
union and notably from Oklahoma,
Missouri,
Texas, Western
Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan and Illinois a
population of educated men and women, farmers who understand what
good soil and favorable conditions
are, variously estimated
at from
9000 to 12000 people.
Nor is this
In
statistics.
without
basis
e'tlmate
The tu.'ho4il census of last spring for
the districts included in the Kstancla
valley was 1.050, about three-fiftof its present enumeration.. There
are conservali ve men at the county
seat who believe that, the estimate
of 12000 Is not too high when the
native population skirting the foothills of the Sandla and other mountain ranges is Included. Under the
impulse, of this Intlux of settlers to
the Kstancla valley the several centers of the district have grown with
mushroom rapidity from their original beginnings in the single general
store into imiMurtant
towns with
numerous buildings ind in some
cases with most of the conveniences
enjoyed by dwellers in the larger
Kstancla,
cities of the country.
Morlarty.
Mcintosh and
Willard.
Utanlcy each on the line of the San-t- a
Fe Central are all at this moment
substantial towns and are all enjoying a growth so rapid that their Incorporation is but the matter of a
few more months Bt the most.
KOI Ij AM) CIJMATK) CONDITIONS
In view of ho phenomlnal a development as this it becomes not only
interesting but lm;ortant that an
analysis of the causes which under-l- y
this movement together with a
review of Its successive steps should
be made and to begin with, a study
of the soil together with climatic
conditions should be made. And Just
here a description of the Kstancla
valley from a geographical and topographical standpoint will prove of
Interest. In area the valley contains
In the neighborhood of 1000 square
miles, being somewhat over 60 miles
In length with
an average of 20
miles in width. In shape It Is almost an L. It Is situated for the
greater part In Torrance county
with a small portion north of the
town of Stanley in the county of
Santa Ke. Its altitude l about 6000
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buy deeded lands which from" time
to time, from one cause and another, Hre placed on the market at
from 17 to $25 per acre.
Relinquishment
are already bringing
from tltO to 12.500, according to location and value of Improvements.
Small tracts of good vacant land
still exist at a distance of from 10
to 12 miles from the railroad.
Kven
this is rapidly being absorbed as Is
shown from the records of thp county for a single month recently, during which 71 entries were llled in
Kstancla alone, and enough
were
added at Santa Fe during the same
period to bring the allotments for
that month to over 100.
CHARACTER. OF PHOmCTS.
The principal products of the valley are winter and
spring wheat,
rye, a double oat crop, barley, corn
and garden truck, of all varieties.
Sugar beats with a high percentage
of sugar are readily raised with an
unusually high tonnage to the acre
and already there Is talk of the establishment of a beat sugar factory
In the valley.
The commercial club
of Kstancla Is maintaining
In the
center of the town an exhibit of
these products which is dally visited
by the strangers who come here and
who are agreeably surprised at the
quality and extraordinary size of the
various samples set forth for their
inspection.
The exhibit gives rise
to the thought that a chance exists
here for the establishment of a local
canning industry, the erection of
which might eventually prove profitable to its stockholders and a means
of encouragement to the growers,
by furnishing them with
a quick
local market for their products".
1 M PItOVKM KXTS.
XATl'KK
OF
Most new houses here are being
constructed of either brick .concrete
or native wood. Of the latter there
Is still a supply at reasonable prices
and material for fence posts and
railing can be had almost for the
cutting at a distance of from 10 to
14 miles from Kstancla.
Many of
the settlers spend the fall and winter months in erecting their own
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SETTLED
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Town Is Rapidly Assuming
Proportions and Aspect
Of Thriving City.
The rapidly forming city of Estancla is at present one of the most
Interesting and attractive centers In
New Mexico and Is the capital bf the
new county of Torrance.
From a
mere speck on the prairie which It
was two years ago it has already
grown Into a thriving town and a
busy mart of trade. The Inhabitants estimate the actual population
at 1000 but owing to the ownership
by Its business men and daily frequenters of land which they are
holding and on which they tenaciously claim residence,
no
actual
figures are obtainable. Efforts have
recently been made to Incorporate
the town, but as so many of the inhabitants give their residences In the
surrounding country, the matter has
been postponed till spring when a
determined effort will be made to
corral the actual dwellers within
the town precincts.
These statistics from actual count, however will
show something of the extent of the
settlement:
Seven general stores,
2 hardware and
farm implement
3
stores,
meat markets. 2 lumber
and building supply yards, 3 hotels.
3 restaurants, 2 rooming houses, 2
newspapers, 1 bank, 1 bnrber shop,
1 Jewelry and music store, 2 livery,
stables, 16 contracting builders,
6
real estate and insurance dealers, 4
4
physicians, 1 dentist,
lawyers, 3
civil engineers, 2 druggists, 3 painters, 1 curio store, 3 blacksmiths. 1
bakery and 1 tin smith. Considerable building has been and Is still being done and already the town embraces a large area. Many attractive
residences skirt the various streets
and the era of public construction
Is now under way.
By the middle
of next summer Kstancia will be In
possession of four church buildings,
representing
the Methodist, Bap-tls- t.
Christian Rnd Catholic denominations.
The baptist and 'Christian
churches are now under actual construction, the Catholics will begin
work In March of next year, and the
handsome new Methodist church is
complete and was dedicated
last
Sabbath.. The writer attended
the
service and
witnessed the usual
money raising which attended
the
ceremony and which during the
In a
of $773,
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a party of picnicker tinder tlio old trees. Tlie adobe dwelling and ruins In the
ground were the w
of tlie buttlo between the Otero g and the Wlillnoys.

KHtaiM'la Springs slum lug

territorial fair

will recall these phenomlnal products a detailed descrlp-- .
of which in this article would
require too much of our space. From
these mountain sides also comes
with the soil Itself an InexhauBtable
supply of fresh cool water which
may be had in almost any part of
the valley at a distance of from four
to sixty feet from the surface, and
which when united with the soli Itself brings prosperity and wealth to
the hUHrbandman. To the surrounding mountains also must be credited
much of the favorable climatic conditions which M'evail in tins highly
endowed area, as together they form
a continuous barrier apainst
the
winds of winter, modifvinir the tem
perature and rendering life In the
valley not only bearable, but highly
agreeable.
Many men and women
are doing their dally chore in the
Kstancla valley who were unable to
perform any xervlce whatever in the
localities from which they canve and
the climate Itself has been the into
ducement
which many have
yielded In taking up their residence
on thU soil.
RAPIDITY OF
IKVi:i OPMI'.XT.
So rapid has been the growth of
population in the Kstancla valley
that already most of the available
claims upon surveyed
land
have
been taken up and the eager home-seekeare pushing out and occupying the unslaked districts In the
outskirts, and so far has the development of the valley progressed that
the transition from the period of
peculation to that of permanent
Improvement Is now on Its way toward realization. The man with the
hoe Is here at work on every hand
two
and
steam
doing
pious
custon business are dally In operation tearing away ai the willing soil.
Two of the-plows are alreadv on
the ground and another will be here
shortly. Wells are daily being sunk
with no disappointments
and the
most encouraging Bign of all U that
already in a few instances the original temporary quarters built by settlers are being replaced with modern
one and two story residences, sub- tanlially and artistically
modelled
and containing many of the modern
It Is surprising how
conveniences.
many people who come to the Kstancla valley are men
possessed of
means and many of these are taking
advantage of
opportunities to
tion

rs
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dwellings as the supply of labor is
far from adequate to the demand.
There is an unlimited
opportunity
upon the farms
for employment
around
at from $26 to $30
per month and keep, and the influx
of farm workers Is eagerly welcomed and quickly absorbed by the
occupants of the land who are always on the lookout
for capable
help.
AtX'I-asAM) COM.MIXICATIOX.
The transportation facilities
of
the Kstancla valley are provided by
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
and the Santa Fe Central railroads
in connection with the Hock Island
and Denver & Klo Grande
lines.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
divides the valley from east to west
and the Santa Fe Central from, north
to south. In addition the Albuquerque and Kstancla Automobile company provides a pleasant and quick
means of transportation between the
metropolis of the territory and the
various towns of the valley so that
the traveler coming from any quarter of the country finds ready and
timely access to any point of destination desired.
Wire communication may be had over the lines of
eiiher
the
Western
Tnlon or
Postal Telegraph
companies
and
telephone connection with any nearby point over the lines of the
comKstancla K lira I Telephone
pany,
soon
is
which
to be
Htiemented by a line through
the
Tijeras
canyon to Albuquerqu..
Here the long distance wires are already Installed. Some Idea of the
volume of traffic already built up at
Kstancla may lie hud from the following statistics furnished by the
Sinta Fe Central railroad company.
This line was opened in 1903 and
when It began business
the way
bilN at the Kstancla station averaged
but three per day where they now
run from 6u to io per day. Kstancla chips a car of
every
lumber
twenty-fou- r
hours and considerable
business is done In the fall of the
year in the transportation of sheep
from the outlying country. ' From
the first of October till the 15 of
November Important shipments are
made to the Colorado and eastern
feed lots. The inhabitants have direct connection with the capital of
the territory and to Colorado points
over this line which Joins the Denver
& Klo Orande system at Santa Fe.

bock-en- e

no single Item being In excess of
$50.00.
The spirit with which this
Important sum was contributed Is
Indicative of the manner with which

the people of Kstancla rally to the
support of public undertakings, and
the contribution will result not only
in the cancelling of the remaining
obligations but will
provide the
church with Its necessary
furnishings, including pews, pulpit, lights,
Hour covering, etc.
tXJINTY Hm.DIXO.
At a recent meeting of the board
of county commissioners an ample
sum in county bonds was authorized for the purpose of erecting on
n s'te already deeded to the county
and ut present fenced in. of a new
and permanent county court house
and the building would now be under construction but for the Inevitable discussion regarding
location.
This, however, Is rapidly subsiding
and It is believed by the citizens
generally that the deeded property
will be chosen and final action taken by the commissioners at their
next meeting In January. The work
of the county officers and court business Is now being conducted In
quarters about the town and
he new build. ng win supply a long
felt want. It
be sutllcient In nize
('.I will not will
only contain tlie court
rooms, but also the ottlces of the
.sheriff and customary county itlicers.
UWV AND OHDKIt.
A noticeable feature
of Kstancla
Is the orderly conduct and freedom
from crime which prevails In the
community.
In
This Is
grtat measure to theattributable
character of
thf people themselves und to the de-i- ri
initiation on their part that their
settlement shall be kept flee from
characters wliose intentions and behavior are vicious and also to the
fact that work being easily obtained
reduces the number of Idlers to a
nilniniiinu As an additional insurance the town has the usual number of deputy sheriffs and constables
and the services of the territorial
are available not
mounted police
only for the town itelf but for the
surrounding country.
SCHOOL FACH.ITII.S.
I'p to the first of last spring the
present school building proved sufficient for the d'.mand of Kstancla'i
children but the number having now
Increased to over 200 both the building und the present corps of three
ttachers proves too small and the
tem-Pcra-
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problem of meeting the demand Is
new before the people and will soon
be- settled by the construction
of a
new and modern building and the
employment
of additional instructors. In such a town the problem
of educational facilities cannot remain for any length of time unsettled and It Is probable that before
spring comics arrangements will be
made for the new edifice.
CIAIIS AXI) KOCIKTIIvS.
Beside the Commercial
club to
which many of the merchants and
business men belong the fraternal
organizations have begun the establishment of lodges In Kstancla prominent among which arc the Maim
and Odd Fellows with their affiliated order,
the Pebekas,
and the
Woodmen of America. A nucleus In
athletic organization was undertaken during the past summer by the
establishment
of a baseball club
known aj the Kstancla Heds which
the fans of Albuquerque have good
reason to remember as having taken from the Mcintosh Drowns the
only game In which the two teams
played by a fcore of 8 to 7. Arrangements are also op foot for the
of church brotherestablishment
hoods in connection with the different religious denominations.
vate: WORKS.
Though so far no permanent
steps have been taken for the
of the town with water and
the ptople are dependent upon wells
for their supply, a start has been
made In that direction and active
way for
drilling has been under
some time. When the wells are completed It is hoped that the corporation wiil assume active operations
and the town be equipped with the
necessary pipes and service mains.
The quality of the Estancla water
has long been recognized as superior. Its coolness being remarked by
strangers who visit the town. This
Is shown more particularly In the
various springs with which the valley Is dotted and to which considerable attention Is given In the literature furnished by the Santa Fe Central railroad. Visitors to the town
should take time if possible to visit
of which are
theaa springs. om
easily reached Dy wagon. rompneni
among these are the
Kstancla
springs in the town Itself, the Antelope Springs at a distance of five
miles to the north and the Manzano
springs in the neighborhood of 20
Another
miles to the southwest.
pleasant excursion Is that to the
lie
lakes,
which
salt
of
rrmin
the
at a distance of 13 miles tocovers
southeast. One of these lakes
an area of 1,000 acres ana irom
time Immemorial It has furnished
the native population with its supply of salt.
'BANT A FE CENTHAIi SHOPS.
Immediately after the completion
the
of Its lines, through the valley,
annta if Central railroad began the
sheds
car
and
erection of its ehops
and Its equipment
in the town
now Includes a combined station
wim c-r,and freight house, car sneus
.toils nnri the shoDS themselves,
They also have a water plant at this
point, from whicn ney suppy
El Paso
towns of Torrance and the company
southwestern railroad
emrploys
with water. The company some
of
thirty hands in Estancla.
ecuo-whom are macninims
meThe
38 to 40 cents per hour.
town are readily emchanics of theaverage
compensations
ployed at
elsewhere, brick layers receiving from 60 to 70 cents Per,.hu,r:
carpenters from 40 to 60
6. .00
plasterers earn from $5.00of to skilled
per day. other classes corresponding
receiving
workmen
rates.
HISTOUIO KPltlXGS AXI) PARK.
Through the action of the New
Mexico Fuel and Iron company In
fencing In the Estancla springs, together
with an ample tract of
ground, lnclualng a charming old
group of cottowood trees, Kstancla
has been provided with a place of
recreation, which is known as the
Park. This lies at a distance of but
three blocks from the depot and includes an area of thirty acres, the
north front of which was sometime
ago tet out with two rows of trees.
Including elm, spruce, maple and
cottonwood. Here the picnickers of
the new town frequently gather under the Inviting shade and at Intervals public meetings are held there.
Directly across the street from the
gate of the Park Is an old adobe
dwelling and a well, together with a
fast disappearing group of ruins,
both of which have a romantic history.
Rumor has It that the ruins
are the remains of the original Raca
residence, built in the early part of
the last century; that family having
at one time been the owners of the
entire Estancla valley under a grant
from the king of Spain. In later
years the grant was purchased from
them by Manuel Otero, who built
the house still standing and planted
the group of trees surrounding
the
springs, and here. In 1887, his son
also named Manuel, together with
Dr. Enrlques, a visiting friend, and
one other, lost their lives In a fierce
conflict with the Whitneys and their
comboy employes of the Two Circle
Cattle company, which had established Its heatujuarters at Antelope
Springs, a short dlstunce
to
the
came about
north.
The trouble
through the gift of another grant of
land by the king of Spain to one
Antonio Sandoval, the lines of the
new tract being In apparent conflict
with those of the Haca
property.
ThN grant was purchased from Sandoval hy a Sun Francisco banker of
the name of Whitney, and his broth
er, the lutter assuming Its management on the ground. The brothers
formed the cattle and sheep company named above and the battle In
which Mr. Whitney also lost his life,
came through the attempt of the
company to take forceable possession
of the springs. The olj home and
ruins are now under the tame ownership, as the springs, the latter of
which furnish the Santa Fe Central
railroad with a constant stream of
fresh, cool water one foot In diameter. The old house Is of small
value to the company and If deeded
by them to the town might be used
is a nucleus for a library and home
for historic relics of the vaiiey. Such
a
suggestion might Interest the
school children of the
town and
would prove useful as a means of
preserving in tlie minds of Kstan-cia- 's
future citizenship the record of
a history which throughout all New
Mexico antedates the landing at Plymouth Rock.
Such Is the story of the Estancla
valley, and such are the conditions
brought about within a distance of
sixty miles from Albuquerque In the
Incredibly short period of three
years. Here alone In this comparatively small area are 10.000 at least
of the 1&0.000 people whom Governor Curry said had come Into New
Mexico within the past ten years.
Here. too. is centered much of the
sentiment for single statehood which
the governor Is advocating and which
Is soon to take form in the pre
fur-n'shl-
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sentation of a new application before the congress of the United
States. Surely with such men and
women as have taken up their homes
In the Kstancla valley to plead her
cause before the
body
at Washington it cannot be long before the star of a new state will
flash In the assure of tha American
flag, the- star of the state of New

ness under the title of "The Leader."
Attracted by the growing success of
K ta.ii eta, of which they had been,
for sme year close observers thejr
came iere in April of the present
year anyl established
the business
which ho already grown to largo
Centrally located and
proportion".
with a coViplete stock, especially
adapted to tfte needs of the community, they had'. In the short period of
six months JusitJUed the erection of
a large addition
to their original
quarters and secureV. a reputation
throughout the commurK'ty for energy
and business ability which has translated itself Into a pofitaSJe trad
and an enviable success. The,flr,n
is composed of Samuel A. OoldsmftTri
and Harry A. Canter. Mr. Goldsmith
Is one of iNew
Mexico's pioneers,
having been in the territory for 27
years. lie came to Estancla front
Ocate, 34. M., where he had been
for a period of nine years as Junior
member of the firm of Well A Gold,
umlth. In his early years he was In
the ca.ttle business in CS'ew Mexico
and is widely known throughout the
territory as a progressive and wide
awake business man. Mr. Canter ia
also an old settler in the southwest
having spent 24 years of his life in
southern Colorado and New Mexico.
Eighteen years of this time he passed In the clothing and gentlemen'
furnishing business In Pnehto. fnir.
and five years as manager for Bach-ara.Brothers at Las Vegas. Hoth
memDera or tne firm have been
prominent
In
the communities In
which they have lived, both in charitable and business movements and
they both are members of the Independent Order of IfNaJ TVrith
latter being Tiast president of th ih.
as
sociation. Mr. Goldsmith is also an
active Maaon.
Goldsmith & Canter
are always found in the forefront
all movement for the public wel-in
fare.
JOILV
. COR RETT AXD
ASSO- -
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WHO HELPED

MAKE

Well Known

New Mexicans
Represented In the Devel
opment of Town.

One of the most striking features
of the influx of .population to Estancla and the surrounding country
Is the high average
of Intelligence
manifested
in the Individuals
compose it. This Is particularly who
so
among the merchants of the town
and those who have taken the most
prominent part in matters pertaining
to its advancement.
Many of
people have been residents of these
the
southwest for many years and the
Importance of the investments which
they have made In Estancla Is the
best evidence of their faith In the
permanance
of its prosperity. A
glance at the list of names comprised in the mercantile, financial and
professional community reveals the
fact that this faith Is not confined
along to those who remain on the
ground itself, but is erenernuslv shar
ed by prominent New Mexicans from
all quarters of the territory. In this
connection some facts regarding
a
few of the concerns and individuals
who have either located or invested
in the town makes Interesting read-
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One of the earliest settlers In ir;s.
tancla was the present United States
court commissioner. John W. Cor- oen, wno came here from Wlnfleld,
Kansas, in 1901. He carries on a
general surveying, real estate
and Insurance business to which he
the filing of claims, contests and adds
proofs and also the preparation final
of
abstracts.
He served as probata
clerk of Torrance county from the
tlm.e of Its organization In 1903 to
the first of January, 1907. Mr. Cor-betknowledge of conditions In Estancla is second to that of no other
man and his surveys form the basis
of all work of that kind now carried
on in the valley. With him In the
same office are Earl Scott, secretary
of the Commercial dub, and Mrs.
E. B. Brumbach, an expert stenographer, and the wife of one of Estan-cia- 's
prominent attorneys. Mr. Kcott
and the Brum bach s came here during the early part of the present
year from Eldorado. Kansas,
where
Mr. Scott was deputy county clerk
of Butler county. He Is now United
States commissioner for the Estancla
district. All of these people are property holders in the valley and all
are enthusiastic
believers In and
workers for the advancement of the
community with which they have
'
identified themselves.PETERSON' BROTHERS.
A live firm of real estate dealers
Is that of Peterson Brothers, who In
an incredibly short space of time
have succeeded in building up for
themselves a profitable and substantial business at Estancla. The concern makes a specialty of advertising
the town and valley In eastern localities and are now locating in the various parts of the valley large numbers
of homeseekers each month. Through
the agency of modern methods and
a complete knowledge of the business In w.hlch they are engaged they
are enabled to select for their patrons the choice claims still remaining nd are credited
with having
brought to the notice of newcomers
some of the best bargains in local
real estate which have been secured
through any local real estate agency.
The firm la composed of J. C. and
Charles Peterson,
both of whom
originally came to Kstancla from
Kossuth county, Iowa. They had previously been engaged In the business
In Minnesota and the Dakotas and
their object in coming to Kstancla
was to carve out for themselves careers In a new and growing country.
After a preliminary visit in 1905 they
finally decided on taking up the work
In the valley and began by organizing
excursions of homeseekers
from the east which they continued
till the volume of their busliv.ss warranted the opening of a permanent
office at Estancla.
As a matter ot
course they have been foremost in
public movements and the concern
Is credited with having organized and
brought to completeness the splendid
exhibition of valley products over
which they presided at the recent

ing.

IIVGIIES MERCANTILE CO.
Among the first objects which

1907.
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tract the attention of the stranger
as he makes his initial trip through
the valley are the large stores and
warehouses of the Hughes (Mercantile
company, located both at Kstancla.
and .Morlarty. This company Is Incorporated arid does a general mer-

chandise business in both towns. The
company takes pride in its assertion
that it can furnish anybody with
anything at any time and with the
object always in the foreground it
has since Its organization In January,
1906, been gradually Increasing
its
facilities. So rapidly has the company grown In Importance and In the
volume of business transacted that
but few weeks have passed since its
organization w.hlch have not found
it in theact of erecting some new
building or making tome notable addition to Its stock on hand.
The
concern now occupies with its various interests In Estancla alone nearly 12,000 square feet of floor space
to which must be
10,000
square feet at Morlarty.addediNotwlth-standin- g
this It contemplates building in Estancla during the coming
spring one of the most complete general store buildings In the territory,
the. edifice to be constructed of brick
and Iron with the front of plate glass.
The officers of the company are Levi
A. Hughes, president; Edmund J. McLean, vice president, and George H.
Van Stone, secretary and treasurer.
The president, Mr. Hughes, came to
New Mexico before the advent of the
Santa Fe railroad as did Mr. McLean
the vice president.
Roth of these
gentlemen carried on for many years
under the style of E. J. AlcLean &
Co. the most extensive ind successful hide and wool business in the territory and their judgment regarding
the quality and value of wool Is wide,
ly sought after. The business is still
carried on at Santa Fe under the
title of L. A. Hughes and Mr. Hughes
makes his headquarters In that city.
In addition to their business InIn .New .Mexico,
terests
Messrs.
Hughes and McLean have been acin
lines,
tive
outside
Mr. Hughes having served as deputy collector and
collector of Internal revenue and recently as territorial treasurer and Mr.
McLean being extensively Interested
In Colorado corporations,
prominent
among which Is the Frazer Pearce
company
at Denver, of which
Fixture
he Is president.
He at present resides in the Colorado capital.
The active management
of the
company Is committed to the secretary and treasurer, George JI. Van

ly
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Stone, who lives with his family at
Kstancla. Mr. Van Stone came from
Toledo, Ohio, where he had been engaged In mercantile pursuits and in
banking. With the object ill view of
Improving his health and broadening
his activities he gave up his position
a
paying teller of the First National bank of Toledo in 1S99 and after
engaging in various minor pursuits,
took up his present occupation. Since
coming to Ksrancia Mr. Van Stone
has been prominent in every movement for the development of the valley and Is at present, president of the
Commercial club. All of these gentlemen are optimists regarding
the
future of Kstancla and allow no opportunity to pass, by which they may
legitimately add to It prosperity.
(OUlSMllit AND CAN TF.it.
Another important concern In the
general merchandise lint is that of
Ooldsinlth and Canter, who do busi- -

four miles norili

of

liancla.

territorlal fair in Aibuquerquo
representatives
of tlie Cimniercial
now in the rear
club. This exhibit
of the firm's otliee ut Ksiancia and i
the mecca of the many interested
visitors who are daily pouring in
the town.
THE ESTAXCI
M MRK.R CO.
Owing to the constantly Increasing
building activity In Kstancla the lumber and building supply business of
the town has assumed important proportions and much of this together
with all of the present coal supply
Is controlled by the Kstancla Lumber
compuny. This concern is composed
of I. A. Dye. of Albuquerque, and
Milton Dow, who resides at Kstancla.
and who Is the owner of the Valley
hotel and other Important real estate parcels, including a handsome
residence and the property on which
the company's plant is located. Mr.
Dy Is well known throughout the
1
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territory and Is Tarifely InterestPd In
lumber concerns, one of these being
the Klo Grande Lumber company In
the luke Cily. Mr. Dow. who carries on the local bualne.v, la connected with many Interests In Nstancla,
being a director of the E.tanrla Trtiet
and .Savings bank, and a stockholder
In the local telephone company.
He
la alo treasurer
of the Methnnrllrt
church of Etane!a and an active. Mason.

The company lends Its Influence
freely to the upbuilding of thy town
and Its owners are enthusUstlc In
their belief In Us future gr(vth and
development.
T1IK ROMERO IlRCViniKR-3- .
The learned profession;! have aleO
done their share In tryfT upbuilding
6f the valley city and Iriave all along
been keeping step with the town's
jihenomenal march Y to the front.
Kvery branch of, professional life Is
already Teprested. several of these
by more ttaan one person.
One of
the moat prominent members of the
profejgWniai community Is one of,
former citizens. Dr. F.
Homero. The doctor since coming here has Identified himself closely with
the numerous progressive
measures which have been from time
to time Inaugurated and has from
in local
the .first taken an active part
jiolltics. In this line of activity'Mig-ie
has been Joined by his brother.
uel A Romero, who on the first of
Jast July was made postmaster of the
town. The Konieros began buying
property here jioon after their arrival
and are now the owners of (several
choice lots on the main street, every
one of which they are Improving.
lJr. Romero has already erected sevbuildings notable
eral substantial
among whlrh is the present .handsome postoftlce and the building occupied by the Romero Meat & Supply company, which concern is also
These progressive
owned by him.
young men are the sons and only
children of Benlgno Komero
and Guadalupe Ortega de Romero,
both of whom are at present residents of Albuquerque and they .have
every reason to feel proud of their
antecedents who have for o many
years been prominent In territorial
affairs. It will be remembered that
Benlgno Romero, was
the father.
to the territory
the man who donated
acres
of valuaible grourrd on
the five
which the present territorial Insane
an
asvlum is located at Las Vegas,
act of generosity which was recogspecUs
in
legislature
the
by
nized
ial act of acceptance and through
the appointment of Mr. Romero as
one of the original directors of the
Institution, a position which he ably
filled for a period of ten successive
years. Both the Romero brothers received liberal educations, the doctor
the
having In his youth attended
Jesuit college and the Las Vegas
graduated
he
from,
which
academy
He received his medical
In 1893.
training at the St. Louis Medical college and later supplemented this
with a post graduate course In Hie
Philadelphia 'Polyclinic hospital. The
postmaster, Miguel A. Romero, was
an attendant first at the Las Vegas
school of the Christian Brothers and
the
later completed his education In RoNormal college In that city. The Indiof
the
all
mero brothers like
viduals named In this article are constant boosters of Estancta's In Interests
the orand are at present active church
for
ganization of a Catholic
the town.
THE VALLEY IIOTF.L.
No I'ne of business responds so
quickly to tne prosperity or depression of a community as does thatvol-of
the hotel proprietor, and If the
ume of business at present being
done In Estancla by the various hotels and restaurants Is a criterion,
Increasing.
The
It is continually
Valley hotel Is the principal hostlery
and
of the town. It Is a substantial
14
comfortable building, containing
bedrooms and the usual accessories
In the way of accommodations for
travelers. On the day of tho writer's
arrival, the house fed In the neighborhood of sixty people and the
proprietors were obliged to send to
other house Beveral guests who made
apt ligations for rooms. The hotel
Is kpt by Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Avor-11the management being In charge
Mr. and Mrs. Averill
of the latter.
came to Estancla from Texas In
up' a
1902, and Mr. Averill took
claim about one half mile west of
the town. To this he has given most
of his attention as a result of which
It now ranks as one of the best in
the valley. He is at present employed
on
property
improving
this
in
which during the coming summer
new
expects
a
and
construct
to
he
residence. Already he
substantial
has made a notable success in the
character of 1? the products of his
now arranging for a
farm and he
system of Irrigation to supplement
that from the windmill and gasoline
pump at present Installed on the
place. The success which Mrs. Averill has made with the Valley hotel Is
a phenonionlal one. notwithstanding
which she has found time to help In
all public enterprises, especially In
the construction of the new Metho-di.- -t
church. In aid of which sha has
freely given of her time and means.
Such are a few only of the people
who have been foremost In the cre-- ii
lion of the first town of the valley.
Instances might be indefinitely continued, but the above are sufficient
to illustrate the character and caliber of the new community.
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STANLEY IS RAPIDLY
GROWING VALLEY TOWX.

It

por-ttiiiili- iis Well Situated anil Has
!
Po-"by Few of
Neighbors.
Hh

Stanley, X. M.. Oct. 26. At the
very gateway of the great Estancla
valley the town of Stanley Is getting
its full share of the phenomenal
growth of the whole region. Last
April there were only three windvisible
the country
mills dotting
from the towniite, whereas now there
are 50 houses In the range of vision,
l!0t) people living in the town of Stan,
ley.

COKE! COKE I
We now liamlle good, clean coke.
IlutU) Anthracite
Crvotcd
Alio the
Coal.
JOHN' S. BEAVEN.
Sptscrlbe
the news.

for Th? Citizen

and get

Nickel and Silverware, Scissors,
Razors and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and S.ielf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools
etc.,

et,
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P. J. Dugan is In the city from
Gallup.
M. R. Randall and wife, of Raton,
are In Las Vegas today.
C. W. Johnson Is in Las Vegas today from Duran, N. M.
Esperldlon Garduna and wife of
Chaperlto are In La Vegas.
W. J. Ogle, of. Las Vegas, was an
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
John Singer arrived in Las Vegas,
last evening from Golondrlnas.
Attorney H. B. Fergusson was a
passenger- for Las Vegas this morning.
W. H. Hahn, of the Cerrlllos coal
yards, is In Madrid on business to-

lnarenee compenl.

Tel-

ephone us the amount you
want on your resldenee
and household good: It
la dangerous to delay.

Telephone 10

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real --

Abstracts of title furnished on Bernalillo County propererty on short no
tlee. The only set of ab-

tate tor the past SO year,

without a single lose to
loaner. Safety and satis
faction to both parties.

stract books that la up to
date. Prices reasonable.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Wrn.
Chaplin
121 Central
Avenue

o.

a.

Mrs. R. P. Schultz and daughter,
Elizabeth C. Schultz, arrived In Las
Vegas last evening from their home
at Oil City, Pa.
Sanchez, son and
Mrs. Christobal
daughter-in-laare In Las Vegas
from their home at Ocate, visiting
with relatives.
Hugh Daly, wife and three children, and Mrs. II. Moran, arrived in
Las Vegas this morning from their
home at Butte, Mont.
R. J. Lyddane, claim adjuster for
the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe railroad. Is in Las Vegas today
o:i official business.
David Farr, of Farr Bros., who are
among the extensive sheep raisers of
western Socorro county, was an Albuquerque vl.'ltor yesterday.
John Peridarles left for his home
at Hociada this morning after attending the funeral of Father Cou-dr- rt
and visiting with his daughter,
Mr. Jose Baca in Las Vegas.
Miss Clare D. True, teacher of the
Indian day school at Santa Clara,
arrived last evening in Santa Fe, in
company with Mrs.
Marah
Ellis
Fl hi), a well known novelist and student of Indian folklore.
Mrs. Marah Ellis Ryan, of Xew
York City, the novelist who has
been visiting the Indian pueblos In
northern New Mexico gathering local color for a new book, returned
lust evening to Santa Fe.
Celestino Ortiz has returned to
Estancla after looking after business
affair In Santa Fe. Mr. Ortiz is
now running a store in the Torrance
ci unty seat and has a homestead
claim within four miles of the town.
William Allison, the Santa l"e engineer, who ias been at the Las Vegas hospital huflerlng from terrible
razor wounds, is now out of all danger and is able to walk about. He
will probably be able to leave the
institution in a few days.
A traveling man representing
an"
eastern house arriving from San Die- go last night, says that New Mexico
is good enough for him.
Work is
scarce at San Diego and money is
tight. Money can not be had there
for less than 5 per cent a month.
Property value Is at a standstill.
A telegram was received yesterday i
by Nathan Jaffa, territorial secretary
at Santa Fe, Informing him of the
death of his aunt, Mrs. Henry Gold- smith, who expired early yesterday
morning at her home In Connells-itlPa. Heart failure was the.
cause of her demise, which was very
sudden.
J. II. Bearrup, president
of the
w

Rio Grande Woolen Mills company,
reports that the
Farmers'
congress, held at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, passed resolutions favoring
statehood for Xew Mexico. Mr. Bearrup was present at the meeting and
started the ball rolling that resulted
In the adoption of the resolutions.
Allen Green, the acrobat with the
Xorris and Rowe circus, who broke
his leg yesterday afternoon In landa spring
ing after a leap from
and
board over several elephants
several camels, was left by the show
to mend and will join the circus as
soon as he Is able. Green was taken
to St. Joseph's hospital Immediately
after the accident.
Edwin F. Coard, city editor of the
Xew Mexican, at Santa Fe yesterday
morning was notified In a telegram
of the death of his father-in-laMichael O'Neill, at Qulncy, 111. Mr.
O'Neill passed away after a lingering
illness, resulting from the Infirmities
of old age. This Is the second death
In the family within a year,
Mrs.
Coard having died in Santa Fe last
March.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvarado.
Robert I. Kteen, San
Francisco;
Abe Harris, New York; R. H. Mack,
a.
Chicago; R. A. Jacobs and wife,
Kn.; R. T.. Lewis, Xew York;
W. S. Tullls. Denver; J. W. Flood.
Louisville, Ky.; D. P. Rhodes and
wife. Syracuse, N. Y.: P. H. Ranten-berSt. Louis; E. R. Wlllard, Los
Angele; C. A. Hile, Kansas City;
Fred Lowery, San
Francisco;
O.
Mitchell, H. Mlchelson, C. V. Mills,
New York; M. E. Sorge. Milwaukee;
Wis.; Mrs. C. Rcocrns, Belen; B. I.
Whitney, Los Angeles.
To-Pfk-

g.

In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

All under ditch, and sixty
acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Price $25.00 Per Acre
bargain for thU week
residence, modonly;
ern, in fourth ward. Nearly
new, 3 full lota, Una lawns.
and shade, barn. Eaiy dealr-abl- e.
Location very
A

Stiirgcs.
Dfvld Farr. Magdalena; Alejandro
SanJoval. Oorrale; C. A. McKnlght,
t'rucugo; p. H. Lane. St. Louis; BonMontoya. Bernalillo;
ifacio
M.
Weemn. (Julnty. III.; W. A. Snyder,
Fort Morgan. Colo.: O. P. Gutierrez
and wife, Grants; P. J. Dugan, Gallup: W. D. Tipton. Tularosa. N. M.;
Chas. Anderson, Tularosa, X. M.
Grand Central.
C. H. Munderllch. J.
B.
Rtahl,
Point Richmond: J. W. Burks, W. E.
Eastman. E. Ortls. T. K. Bayard, C.
H. Lester. Las Vegas; J. J. Stafford.
Los Angeles; R. D. Lambert. Den-v; F.
F., Kemp and wife, Omaha,
Nebraska.

Housoa

Afflicted With Sore
lor S3 Years
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
thirty-three
years.
for
Thirteen years
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were
badly Inflamed. One of my
's
Salve and gave me half a
box of It. To my surprise it healed
Crnlgp.
my eyes and my sight came back.
L. B. Moody, Las Vegas T.
bors insisted upon my trying Chara-I- 1. F. Adams, Blufflngton; Mrs. Fallow;
J. L.
C. Earls, Cynthlana, Ky.
ChamKurllng and daughter, Las Vegas; J.
berlain's Salve is for sale by all drug- W. Rainwater, La Plata, Mo.
gists.
o
Savoy.
PINNER AXI) DUTCH LCNCH.
Xeal Abel and wife, Billy Beard
The Ladles' Aid society of the and wife, Turkey Boyd, John Burke,
Presbyterian church will give a din- David L. Irwin, Win. Warmlngton,
ner at noon, and a dutch lunch In the Primrose Minstrels; L. J. Smith.
evening, from 5 to 8 o'clock, Friday, Denver; J. S. Marsh, Lynchburg.
Nov. 22, In the parlors of the PresbyVa.; C. J. Tlmra, Las Vegas; R. E.
terian church. Everybody Invited.
Lamb and wife, Denver. .
s

1000 Acres of Valley Land

$33S0

$2R50

with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. Within thre blocks of
street railway.

pay-mnt-

FOR RENT.

parts

For rent

of city.

In

FOR SALE.
brick residence

FOR SALE.

different

Call at office

$60001 lots with two

brick business houses. Good
investment, with certainty of
peedy advance In value.

.

for list.

FOR SALE.
Railroad frontage property. West side of Santa Ft
track, 75x200 feet cm corner.
Very desirable tit coal srds,
or other business requiring
side tracks. Close In.
-

$2800

FOR SALE.
cottage,
Modern
lots, close In.. Easy pay
ments.

$1800

ei
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Take
Futrelle Furniture Go.
to
11

rji

rn-g-

-

Everything
to furnish the
house. Just received a largo
assortment
of linoleums
and
door oil cloth. Wool fringed
rugs from 25c and up. English
china cups and saucers
and
dinner plates 7,5 cents a set.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Window shadea, 25c and up.

j

Cash or Payments

e,
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Ills peculiar to vomen, tako different forms.
Soma ladies suffer, every month, from dark: rings round their eyes, blotches on their kln and tired
feeling. Others suffer agonies of pain, that vords can hardly express.
Whatever the symptoms, remember there Is one medicine that vM go beyond mere symptoms, and
act on the cause of their troubles, the weakened vomanly organs.

Wine of Cardui
Mrs. M. C. Austin, of Memphis,
of female disease, but after using the

Tena, writes:

WDITF IIS

!"
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insurance

Firm

Agent for the be$t tfre

SHOESJorMEN
$350 $46QOT $5QO
soldo

Established 1888

Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

TEITH'S
VONQUEROR

L. K. McGaffey, of Roswell, was
a guest of his brother, A. B. McGaffey, yesterday.
Antonio Lucero y Jlron, a well
known rancher, of Tecolote, Is in
Las Vegas today.
A. A. Sedlllo, the attorney, returned to the city yesterday from attending court at Las Cruces.
E. V. Wlngate and family, of
Warsaw, Mo., have arrived In Las
Vegas to spend the winter.
H. Welrick, of Helper, Utah, has
arrived In Las Vegas and will spend
a month In the mountains.
Jose Maria Madrid, a well known
stock grower from Chaperlto, is in
Las Vegas today on business.
Mrs. Mabel Heinlan and baby returned home to Beulah this morning
after a short visit in Las Vegas.
Myrle ForreRt, of Tynsdall, S. D.,
arrived In Las Vegas this morning
and will spend several weeks there.
Pablo Hernandez, Gavlno Alvar-adX.
Jose Ralla and Santiago
Jesus are In Las Vegas from Doro-te-

M. R. Summers, Secy.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
ALK with the thousands
who wear them and you
will quickly realize the
worth of

day.

A

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.
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Livery
and Boarding BtableM
Telephone
West Silver Avenue.
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SAMfLe AND
CLUB ROOMS

West Railroad Avenue

W.

811-31- 3

Nov.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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CONGRESS
Joplin, Mo.

Finest Wlilsfcfss

RATE

--

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.

:

$38.35
To Joplin and Return

Date of Sale

Nov. 8, ?, and 10
Return Limit Nov. 20
T. E. PURDY, Agent

SUCCESS
THEY $AV NOTHING $UOCEEI$ LIKE $COCE$$.
I $UPPO$E TH1$ 1$ TUCK. BUT IX ORDER TO
HAVE SOME $CCCE$$ WITH WHICH TO
IT

D

NECE$$ARY TO HAVE $OME OTHER
ONE OF THE$E 1$ BRAIN $, AND ANOTHER 1$ $OME MONEY. WE DO NOT I'CR-NI$- U
imAIN$ IN $ET$, BCT A PERC$AL OF
1$

TI1ING$.

OCR COLUMN$ WILL $IUNE CP THE ONE$ YOC
HAVE, AND AN A D V ERTI $ EM ENT IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONO WAY

$CFPLYINa THE DIXERO.
Kennedy's Laxative rough Syrup is
a safe, sure and iprompt remedy for
coughs and colds, and Is good for
every member of the family. Sold
by J. H. O'Rlelly.
Card signs. "Rooms vor Rent,"
"Board," etc.. for sale a the office of
The Evening Cltlsea.
Bring us your 700 wont. Price
tho very lowest and the work will
stand' inspection anywhere. Butluess
and calling cards a specialty.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

,$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$3$l$$.
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WHAT DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?
Pitchers full of rich creamy milk dozens of freshly laid eggs beef
killed on the range.
A genuine
Fish and game and pure mountain air.
old ranch house nestling in the prettiest valley In New Mexico.
The Pecos
river filled with mountain trout right at the door;
Saddle horses, guns.
Ashing tackle, traps and dogs at your service.
There is not a more Ideal
place to rest, recuperate and fee the real life of the west anywhere In the
.
.
world.
,
The round up Is now on and the hordes from the range will be broken
Every minute teems with a new and wholesome Interest
in a few weeks.
for you If you have never lived on a ranch.
stage
to the railway station.
Dally
TOU COULDN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK
IF TOC TRIED.
If you have come west to spend the winter, don't stay In town. .Inquire
this office or address The Valley Ranch, Pecos, New Mexico.

V

Furniture, Crockery,
Glassware, Rugs, ;

.80
.00

.

matter at the rostofflce of Albuquerque, N. Mi

Act of Congress of Marcb S, 1879.

Stoves

The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the beet
medium of Uie Soot invent.

ALnrorEnQCE crraEx isi
theTTie
leading Kopnbllcan dally and weekly
CITIXKX HAS!

The fliK-- t equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Presa and Auxiliary News Service.

0s tfunny.

"William Allen Wfcite, author of the "Court of Boyvllle." 'stratagems
and Spoils," 'What' the Matter with Kansas," end scad of other clever
writings, says this old world is funny.
Mr. White has Just returned to his Kansas home, where he edits a
dinky dally paper and takes more pure unadulterated Joy out of it than
most country editors do.
But fretting back to what Mr. White ays, The Citizen thinks the following editorial from his paper, the Emporia Oazette, Is worth the price:
"Seventeen long years ago In the .blooming state of Kansas, when corn
was selling at ten cents and Ralph Easley was trying to get a special com
rate out of the railroads to move Kansas corn Into the middle states, where
corn was scarce, teventeen years ago when the Galloway circular Indicating
note waving on
that Kansas was' mortgaged to the eaves with a ninety-da- y
seventeen years ago when Wlllets was running for governor,
the
and was probably elected, when the Great Red Dragon was lashing the dust
his swishing tall, seventeen years, ago, when
of the Kansas highways-witthe. crime of '73, the. seven financial conspiracies and the Hazzard circular
were inoculating the populace with suspicion and alarm and when Congressmen Clover, Otis, Davis and Senator Tetter were kicking' the silk
wrapping off the cocoons of obscurity, preparing to emerge In their glory,
seventeen years ago, the Farmers' Alliance was demanding that the government lend money to farmers on their grain, In government warehouses as
security.
And all the world laughed. Yesterday Secretary Cortelyou went
to Wall-stree- t
with his little grip sack full of money to lend, and placed It
In the hands of a number of bankers who had for security something,
somewhat more tangible than thin air, and a little more convertible Into
cash than blue sky. And alt the world gives a sigh of relief.
The full dress
"Things keep moving.
This is a world of progress.
suit of today was a sheep yesterday and will he a rag carpet tomorrow.
So when
The wild and woolly of yesterday Is the threadbare tomorrow.
you begin to laugh at 'the crazy Idea of today remember your child will be
throwing It aside as an outworn and outgrown obsolete notion of the dear
Keep an open mind and eat plenty of fruit and you will be
dead past.
happy. ' Don't close up your mind; always keep the door of your convicThis Is a funny world and the
Don't be a clam.
tions on an easy hinge.
linger you live the funnier It gets."
flag-pol-

e,

Now and then the New Mexican contains an editorial apology when It
This Is so rare among the papers of
finds that it has made a mistake.
among some
The usual-systeNew Mexlcit thaf IF occasions comment.
papers of the eodthVest 'Is to say a thing first and then stick to- It right
or wrong to the bitter end.
The NewMexIcan In yesterday's Issue, apol-glzto Its bitterest enemy, the morning paper, and it did so prominently
and without reservation so far as Ink and type can go. About the only
way the average paper apologizes Is with a dinky mention burled Just as
deeply as possible in an obscure corner of the paper.
The New Mexican's
Inclination to be fair minded regardless Of any humilatlon, Is commendable.
After all honesty of speech In a paper or In a man, la not humiliating.

ed

Just because a man lays a ten dollar bill on the bar Is no sign that he
has a receipted grocery bill in his pocket, that his subscription to his newspaper Is paid, that his wife has a new dress or that he has contributed to
the coal bill In his church.
(The Transvaal assembly has voted to present King Edward with a
diamond: all of which goes' to Illustrate the fact that to him that
hath shajl be given, and to him that hath not shall be given a swift kick.

The Lawrence, Kansas, Journal believes In being conservative, but It
says it feels called upon to rebuke a young man In that town who beats
The Journal should scold hi ml real hard.
his mother.
When the police of Los Angeles can not Identify a visiting suicide they
generally state that the deceased Is a resident of San Diego, which Is Just
about as mean a thing as can be said of a dead one.
" The Las Vegas Optic sees one thing commendable In an air ship. The
Optic says when it busts, you don't have to crawl under It with a monkey
wrench like you do an automobile,
A Kansas carpenter fell from the roof of a house and when the employer rushed to his fide and asked if he was hurt, the carpenter replied:
"Nope; I had to come down for some more shingle nails anyhow."
He
wasn't Irish either.

If those balloonlsts get too gay, the city limits will have to be extended
about two miles perpendicularly to put them Into the Jurisdiction of the
ordinances.
anti-speedi-

Those four Kentucky horses which injured four people at a distance
sixty miles reminds one of the old hymn, "Justice I Am, Without One
Plea."
Of

"Bad men," says Cortelyou. are responsible for the trouble in the New
Tork trust companies. They should be given a sharp slap on the wrist, the
bad things.

Down
Santa Fe counly ! "whooping .'er up" for statehood.
nalillo county, we dun't have too we're all for statehood anyhow.

Ber

In

John D. Rockefeller's two favorite games are golf and o,uoit.,
somehow they are strangely emlndful of gallons and quarts.
Dr. Zamenhof, Inventor of Esperanto, the universal
P&ve commenced by simplifying his own name.
says he Is going to
strange statement Indeed from a democrat.
Ool. Henry Watterson

retire

language,

from

and

Radiant Home Heaters
Also Inspect Our Large Line of

Worstiip

2000

FULL

POUNDS
In every ton of cool leaving
onr yard and liave always
made this frunrantee. The following ad or one similar appeared for years In both onr
daily l wipers:

"2000

pounds guaranteed
present mads of tin coal :

or a
:

:

:

We defy any Individual, firm

or .corporation to truthfully say
that ever was rtiort weight given to any of our customers,

S.

JOHN

M.

J.

BEAVEN

DRUVY MAY LAND

POSITION VACATED
BY LOVELL
man said this
pointed
morning that Indications
strong to M. J. Drury as the most
likely successor of Alfred Lovell as
superintendent of machinery on the
Santa Fe system.
Mr. Drury is at ' present superintendent of motive power on the
Western Grand division and In line
Mr. Drury was in
for promotion.
the city on Monday of this week
with J. E. Hurley, general manager
of the system, and J. W. Kendrlck,
vice president of the road, and left
this city with Mr. Kendrlck and Mr.
Hurley on a trip of inspection of
and that part of
the Helen cut-othe tunta Fe east of Albuquerque.
KenMr. Drury accompanied
Mr.
drlck and Hurley to Chicago to attend a banquet given there in honor of Mr. Lovell.
Mechanical men
from all parts of the system, among
them ri. L. Bean, superintendent of
were
lines,
machinery on the cou-spresent.- Mr. Bean U also In line for
by the
the position made vacant
resignation of Mr. Lovell. There are
a large number of Albuquerque people who hope that Mr. Bean will
land the Job.
The man who said that M. J. Drury had a strong claim on the position
Is In position to know what he Is
talking about.
A local railroad

.

ff

A suit entitled
the Albuquerque
when the married man has that far away look In Lumber company vs. B. l. ainpell
This Is the
was
tiled
court this
in
up
put
stoves.
the
district
to
Its time
W.
D.
morning by Attorney
It.
van,
Ill
representing the plaintiff who
It should
That raclflc fleet ought not to sail for San Francisco.
prays
Judgment
against
defendthe
to In New York harbor as near Wall street as possible.
ant for tlie mm of $i74H7, alleged
to be due for lumber and niaU-iia- l
A lot of them are getting
'A stage robber Is operating In Montana.
purchased, together with the corns
of the suit.
big money in vaudeville in the e:;st.
4 ,g
Mrs. Iuley tilvcn Divorce.
A divorce was granted today to
which comes from
The latest fad In St. Louis is the balloon
Julia E. Insicy from her husband,
tkyward as long as possible.
Thomas A. JriHiey. The decree was
granted on the grounds of cruelty.
A Massachusetts farmer has Invented an automobile that churns milk. This Is the second time that Mrs.
Inxley has been divorced from the
'Tls Just a little whey it has.
same husband. The two were first
in
and first divorced in
King Edward is going draf.
The king has not very far to go now. married They
.were remarried in Al- 1S9.
Hall to the king!
bmiuerque in 1904 and now are di
vorced attain. The custody of their
Frencmen mny regard as cuttingly personal the new that the
four children was granted to Mrs.
Insicy and the title of certain real
haa been revived.
raiate given to her.
"Bulls," prob
They have dogs on the poilco force now in. New York.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
ably.
ANfTED- - A competent dining room
Men In all wulk of life are liable to take part in a run on tli bank.
tue Columbus hotel.

his eys.

c

Corner of
CiircnuloimC!uircli
Broadway and Coal avenue.
Rev.
Strangers
Wilson J. Marsh, pastor.
welcome. Sunday school at 9:45 a.
m. The pulpit will be supplied tooth
morning and evening by members of
the M. E. conference. Morning service at 11 o'clock.
Gloria.
Praise God.
Anthem By Choir, 'Vavlor Pilot
Me"
Schenlcka
The offertory solo by Mr. Rhodes,
who will sing by request "Out of
the Deep" by Marks.
llev. J. A. Geissenger, pastor of
the First M. E. church of El l'aso,
will preach. Subject, "The Presence
nnd Providence
of God in the
World."
Mrs. R. H. Lester, organist.
Evening service at 7:30
o'clock.
Special song service with orchestra
assisting.
Rev. Richard A. Morley,
D. D., of Las Vegas, will deliver the
address.
DANCE AT
lACK.
LL S.VTIRDAY NIGHT.
gi:.m li:.mi:x soe. ladies i ri:e.
,
o
good, call on Chas.
household
For
.
L. KepiM-hwSI
South Second.
1XCE. DANCE. DANCE AT COLOMBO II U; S Tl HDA Y NIGHT.
GENTLEMEN 50e. IjADUH FREE.

fJBI

,
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Coles Hot Blast

HEATERS

v

Immiu'uhito Conception Church-E- arly
mass, 7 a. m. High mass and
sermon, 9:30 a. m. Evening service
and conference, 7.30.
O
St. John's KpiM-oNi- l
Cluircli
Worship with sermons at 11 a, m.
'
and 7:30 p. m. Morning sermon on
"The Smallness
and Greatness of
Man." Fletcher Cook, rector.
Christian Science Services Sunday
at 11 a. m., at room 25, Grant building, corner of Central avenue and
Third street.
Subject, "Everlasting
Punishment." Sunday school at :4o
a. m. Wednesday evening meeting at
7:30 p. m. Reading room open dally
from 2 to 4 p. m.
CliiiHtlnn Church Corner Broadway and Gold avenue. Bible school
at 10 a. m. Preaching at 11, bv the
pastor. Subject 'The Most Excellent Way," secend sermon of a series
on the text. Rev. Hteele, one of the
visiting Methodist ministers, pastor
of the Santa Rosa, N. M., church,
will occupy the pulpit in the evening.
Good music will be provided.
Strangers welcomed. E. A. Child,
pastor. ,
O
The Baptist Church J. A. Shaw,
pasior. Preaching at 11 a. m. Subject, "The World's Greatest Locomo-tice.- "
and at 7:30 p. m. Subject, "The
Hunter and the Game." Sunday
school at 9:4$ a. m. Young people's
meeting 6:30 p. m. It is important
that all members and friends of the
church be present at the morning
service as the pastor has a special
message. The public Is cordially Invited. In the morning Mrs. Collins
will slug a solo, other music by the
choir. In the evening music will be
lea oy a chorus choir.
St. Paul's Lutltcrnn Churcli Rev.
E. Moser, pastor. Sunday school at
:30 a. m.; English service at 11 a.
m. The sermon will be preached by
me Kev.
t. L,ucas, Alamogordo.
German service at 7:30 p. m. The
pastor will speak on "Who Is Kit
or the Kingdom of God?"
The
church Is located at the corner of
Sixth street and Silver avenue.
First MetlHMllstChiircli The Rev.
J. C. Rollins, I). D., pastor. Sunday
school at 10 o'clock. Conference love
feast at 9 a. m. Public worship at
11 a. m., with sermon by
Bishop
Earl Cranston. Epworth League at
6.30. and public worshln at
7:30.
The public is cordially invited to all
services.
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WE GUARANTEE

might

politics.

See Our Complete Line of 1907
The Mot Elegant Base Burners Made

t

The Kansas City Times wants to close the theaters on Saturday night
so the people will go to bed early and get up In time for church on Sun
day.

2

the rliolceat oysters obtainable.
The only Blue Point bods In the t'nlted States are located In
the (ireat South Hay, on tlie south xliore of Ixmjr Iolnnd. This bay
is fed by the Atlnntio and numerous streams of oohl. snorkling
Srinr water from the Long Island flKMPp. There are no cities or
factories along this sliore, so that the Mater is entirely pure and
free from coiitamlnnthm.
We obtain our Blue Points In Scwlnhlpt Carriers direct from the
IMickcrH In Ixng Island.
Shipments daily.

-

--

1

Form the nritroiTaey among ovKters. No others equal Uicm
Hlglirr
in delicacy of flavor or In pn rity of their white moot.
prlovn are asked for tfiem as they arc considered by epicures to be

"WE GET THE NEWS FIUST."
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO

WorCd

i

STRONG BLOCK

BLUE POINTS

newspaper of the Sonthwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal." '

THE AI.BCQCKRQrE

s,' 1907.

o

You need a pair of our felt slippers or Julietcs in order to enjoy

your evenings at home to the fullest
extent.
They have llexlble. belting
leather soles, look dainty ana wear
well.
Black, red, green or brown,
plain or with fur trimming, for men,
women and children.
Prices range
from 85c to 11.60. C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West Central avenue.
The Missionary society of the
meet at
will
Presbyterian church
the home of Mrs. J. Q. Wagner, S21
West Fruit avenue on Friday alter
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
WE MEET ALL (XMPimTORS
IN PRICES ON STOVES, RANGES
AND I I RNIi l RE. IIOHIIADAILK,
117 WEST GOIJ) AVENVE.
o
Bed steads from $2.60 end up.
FurnitUM Co.
..." Fu-trel- le

They Burn Everything
We Carry the Largest Line of Ranges,
jua.no juux uere, xieaters, uoojs ana
Oil Stoves in New Mexico.

Sg

Mcintosh Hardware Co.
Wholesale and Retail Hardware of All Descriptions.

jjGldthesf or Little Men

"'

I

wS

AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS
We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.. This
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
mothers are making selection for their little men.
Our stock Is at
preMnt teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker of Ederiieimer Stein & Go.

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

AL,

DEDUCTION
F1AH
We propose to reduce our

Grade
next ten days
Mig'Si

Pianos, and during' tlhe
will sell pianos at BARGAIN PRICED
Tine Question Is. Are you interested in
buying a Piano? If you are, come nd
P
P
see us. First come first cnoice

PIAM
ILeARN ARB calLlNBEM ANN
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE
l(fjn"W,ii

"iih"

pN-1-

"1
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SATURDAY.

3j

OCTORER
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ALBUQUERQUE

1907.
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Y GOODS
OLID A
HKeep
Watch Our
Windows

H

3

SUIT

Keeping step with tho mo--t progressive Pro Houses of the
complete line of mxxl miltnliln for
ffMintrx. wn am enrrrlnir
Gifts.
Holiday.
Brilliant
, . Cut Gliww,
. . Untitling, and Annivrrwy
.I
.
a .
t
f j mini
y vinmi I'luiiirtia
irniniy t'rr-fum- e
i""ni 1ivh-ikrhi
iawirt
In Cut Ghu Bottles, Toilet Sets, Sliavlng Sets, Toilet Water,
Ilruslies, Mirrors ami Toilet Articles in single pieces or wot. Handling these goods in large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
Departments always In charge
N. B. Our Prescription and Dro
of expert registered pliarniaciHts.
1

J.

r salt

voa cxactlv. Yoa
will find them thcest
H yoa
ever mid. Clab H
jj Hoose cosLVomers never 3

The

THE
,

Fmh Dairy

W

from Matthew's Jersey Urm.

Butter iwfce

ft

week

I A. J. MALOY

M

LID

H. O'RIELLY CO.

Busitit Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles

GOES

INDIAN FOUND DEAD

ON

BESIDE RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE

TRACKS
9

Order Says Saloons and Bled to Death Before Help
Cigar Stands Must Close
Could Reach Mm-Bo- th
At Sunrise.
Legs Severed.

Central Avenue
TtTtTWTTTTTTTtllHITIIIII

The order has gone around to put
the lid on and the chances are that
Albuquerque will be dry tomorrow.
"The order only applies to saloons
and cigar stores said Sheriff Armljo
this afternoon. "We have given them
nottce Rrd if we find any of them
open the violators will be arrested
and bound over to the grand Jury.
I received my instructions from the
district attorney."
The order wasn't lusued in writing
but a deputy sheriff spent the forenoon going from place to place, telling the keepers to close up tomorrow. It was received with some little surprise, while others took it as
though they knew it was coming.
Drug stores and stationery stands
were not molested.
Ths order pays that all saloons and
cigar stores must bo closed from sun
up Sunday until midnight.

OCXXXJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOCXJU

Baked Chicken
'. Oyster Dressing and
Cranberry Sauce
at ttte
.

Columbus
Siotel
TOMORROW

CXXXXXXXXX)OC)OCOOOOOOOOOOCJ

SPECIAL SERVICES

French

PRESBYTERIAN

Bread and Cakes
ARE GETTING FAMOUS

Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make

J

WEEK

al

r,

AT

SOCIETY

HILL KATVKDY NIGHT.
GENTLEMEN 5k LADIES l'REE.

tral avenue, left Friday evening for
the east, with the expectation of being absent from the city six weeks.
0
Iiivltutloim Out on Tuesday of
next week Mrs. J. A. Weinman, of
West Copper avenue, will entertain1
in honor of Mrs. P. Stern, of Denver,
who is in the city the guest of Mrs.
M L. Stern, of West Central avenue.
euchre will be the game.
About fifty invitations huve been issued.
Married Last
night
at
10:30
o'clock at the home of the bride,
Mrs.
Lee. 309 South Broadway, and James T. Johnson.
Rev.
Rollins, of the First Methodist
church, performed
ceremony.
the
Only a small circle of close friends
were present.
Mr. Johnson is the
owner of one of the principal hack
lines In Albuquerque.
a
Hoiinc Party
Mrs. J. H. Cornell
entertained a house party Thursday
evening at her home on West Copper avenue In honor of Miss Mattie
Campbell. The double parlors were
decorated with yellow and
white
chrysanthemums.
The evening was
spent with progressive whist. first
prize was won by Mrs. M. Childers.
The consolation prize was won by
Mrs. J. Coleman. Refreshments were
served.
a
- The
Ladles
of St.
John's Guilt tendered Rev.' Fletcher
new
pastor
the
St.
of
John's
'ik.
Rplscopul
church, and ife, a reception f. the home Of W. B. Childers
Wednesday evening. The rain kept
many away who would have been
present otherwise but with all a very
pleasant time was had. The Childers' residence, corner of Central
nvenue and Twelfth street, was prettily decorated with chrysanthemums
and dahlias.
were
Refreshments
served.
O
Card 1'urtj one of the prettiest
si i'ial functions of the week va- - the
bridge whist party given on Thursday ufternoon by Mrs. Max
ter, of West Copper avenue. SchusMrs.
Schuster was
by her daughMiss
Marguerite,
ter.
and Mrs. L.
Kenipcnich.
The house decorations
were rose anj chrysanthemums. Refreshments were served at the card
taMes. Those present were Mesdames
W. B. Childers, Ivan f'.runsfeld. A.
B. McGarTey, M. 1. Weinman
Noa
Ilfeld. O. L. Brooks. Alfred Gruns-fel.- l.
W. S. Stricter. O. A. Matson,
Sejmour Lenlnson. Simon Stern L
I! Stern, J. H. Wroth, M. L. Stern
X. B. Field, J. II. Pearce, Felix Lester, Albert (Jrunsfeld, Otto Pleck-nianB. Spitz. R. K. Putney, W. G.
Hope, Marguerite Medler, IX 'Rosen-v.slK. Rosenwald and Mle Julia
ana Lou Lee.

SALE lir ASSIGNEE.
I will sell at public auction all
real anil Hrsoual proierty held by
me as aignee or t liurles .elger at
the front door of the poMollice,
X. 31.. at 12 o'clock noon,
November 4th, 1107. for further Information cull on or adilrew, Prank
WF. 1IWF MO FI Ollt OFFICK
II. Moore. Aselu-neelloom 0, BurTWO 1MMMIS WKST.
nett Building, Albuquerque, X. M.
xow hl'KlVGFlt
no gold
i:n
TRvsi
F.
AYF.M
All kinds
of window shades In
o- stock and mads to order. 25 cents
Kidney and Bladder Pills
and up. Puirelle Furniture Co.
NEW FANCY DHY GOODS AR- relitve backache, weak kidneys, and
Sold
RIVING EVEltV DAY AT MKS. M. inflammation of the bladder.
S,
C.
224
WEST GOLD. by J .11. O'R'tlly. o
MATERIAL AN1 STAMPING Poll
DeWltt's Carbolized Witch HazeJ
EMllltODlEIUNG.
o
Si!ve is tcol for little burns and big
Art squares, 3 and up. . Futrelle burns, ma,lj
scratches
or bruises
Furniture Co. and big ones. Sold by J. If.' O'Rlelly.
n.

d.

c.
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AT BANQUET
For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Pou-- ,
Jar nowadays than a

Brotherhood of St. Paul Plays
Host to Ministers
Of Conference.
Last night In the parlors of the
of
Lead avenue Methodist
this city was held one of the most
delightful banquets and receptions
ever given by the Brotherhood of St.
Paul, the men's organization of the
church. About a hundred members
attended and paid their respects to
Bishop Karl Cranston In whose honor the banquet was given.
For an hour before the banquet
commenced an informal reception
was held In the church and then the
guests repaired to the church parlors
where the tables were arranged In
the form of a hollow square. The
floral decorations were large boquets
of asters.
The guests remained
stnndlng behind their chairs until the
bishop and those delegated to sit
with him at the head table had taken their .places and grace was said,
then the company was seated and a
corps of radles of the church began
serving. An excellent, though slm-l- e
dinner was provided and served
in a graceful manner.
Toasts and Music
When the diners had ceased to eat
r,
any 'longer, M. E. illickey, the
arose and after a short, witty address of welcome, announced the
This
first number on the program.
was a hymn which was sung by all
present. For the next number the
Brotherhood quartet rendered two vocal selections. Later there was instrumental muslo by other members
of the Brotherhood and a whistling
solo by Frank Kcrzman, all of which
were heartily applauded and encored.
The first to respond to a toast was
Professor W. D. Sterling, who spoke
eloquently on the theme of "Moral
Courage." He said it took great moi-courage to remain honestly poor
In these days of opportunity for
riches. His address was enlivened by a number of apt humorous stories.
Rev. Har'.viod, in responding to a
Army, paid a
toast on the
glowing tribu'e to the patriotic services
of the native New Mexican
troops who fought for the union in
the war of the rebellion.
"Had it
not been for the force of six thoutroops
who frustrated
sand native
the attempt of General Sibley to conquer New iMexico," he said, "it is
have
doubtful If California' icould
been saved to the union. In defeating Stibley the hope of the south in
the west died.
Work Done by Methodist.
The president
of the St. Paul's
Brotherhood spoke with much feeling on the subject of Methodism. He
said that in a measure the Methodist
church had given way to the Salvation Army which nw performs the
sort of ivor'i wnlc. Was originally
done by the Methodists.
1 ral.mo for Now Mexico.
The closing speech was made by
Bishop Cranston, 'who
the
"thanked
for ' their hospitality
Brotherhood
and spoke in praise of New Mexico.
He said he wish'! a, certain number
from every community In the east
mighl pay a tlit
the southwest
and then the ideas of the rest of the
d
rege-to the status Of
country in
civilization in this section would be
surprisingly altered.
In referring to
Professpr Sterling's speech on morcourage
al
he said that the most
striking example of this quality had
not ibeen mentioned. "I, myself, am
that example," he fold, "tor after
ihs publication of the death mask,
purporting to bo my living likeness,
in the morning paper, I deem that
1 am possessed of great moral courage to dare to appear In public." In
speajtlng of creeds the bishop said
there were worse things In the
world than theology and that theology did not embody all the creeds
by any means.
He refused facetiously to the abject homage of women to the goddess of fashion and the
slave-lik- e
adherence of politicians to
their political creeds. He maintained that those who were the loudest
In their denunciation
of religious
creeds were often the most submissive to other kinds of creeds which
did not stand for the high Ideals
which ell religious creeds stand for.
He described the prevalence of fighting and quarreling among the different denominations and urged that
a more tolerant spirit be the aim of
all church members.
At the close of the banquet the
bishop stood at the door and as the
guests passed out shook each by the
hand.

Chiffonier or Bachelor Wardrobe
We show them in all grades, and
newest patterns, and all desira
ble finishes.
Trices all .the way
from
WIU, MAKE THE YOrxO GROW

o

HEARTILY

ENJOYED

ALBERT FABER

207 South First

0 CENTRAL AVENUE

308-3- 1

Pioneer Bakery,
St

1

RO-TA-MA-T-

Arrangements Completed for Handling

IC

In Connection with the former

GROCERY BUSINESS

Perfectly Flat Opening

EVERYTHING-BOT- H

Sheets inny li Inserted or remov
ed Instantly. Hound books may be
cut down ami punched for It.
Tlio lot of Its kind on the market.

LINES-BE-

LOMMORI
823 SOUTH

&

QUALITY

ST

CO.

SECOND.

P1IOXE 791.
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H. S. LITHGOW
Bookbinder,
Phone 921.
Rubber Stump Maker. 312 W. Gold.

WARM

A

A. C. BIL1CKK and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends
New Mexico beadqnartera at

PROPOSITION

Los Angeles, California

Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafs
attention to
setter than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars atop at the Hollenbeck; door.

13.50.

CASH BUYERS' 'UNIOh
122 North Second

roococxxxaxxxxx

Insley Cycle
Wet Gold Co.

IT WILL PAY YOU

20H

to walk down two blocks and get a
2S suit for 117.50, a 122 suit for
I14.MI, a $25 overcoat for $16 and
a $10 overooat for (12.50.

Cash

Signs

Fair

and

2

ON

LAND

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Otilie, Santa Fe, ,N.
M., Oct. 25. 107.
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to departmental Instructions of
October 21, 107, in all cases where
homestead entries are made after November 1, 107, commutation proofs
must show actual and continuous
bona fide residence for the full period
of fourteen months.
In all cases where the entries were
made before November 1, lsu7, the
existiiig that six
rule heretofore
months constructive residence following the date of the entry will be considered as a part of the required
will
remain in
fourteen
months.
force.
MAM.KL R. OTERO.
Register.
FRKD MCLLBIt,
Receiver.

.
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SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING i
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YOU CAN SAVE

Decorations

'
delay
Work wel! done--- no
At prices you can surely pay.
Statu your plan and he will flt.it
And you'll be glad that

A checking; account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you

"STACY
IT"
DID
Phone
South 2nd St.
741.

1--

BICYCLES
KEY' FITTER

E. MAHARAM'SorCrtdit

Ste Wemt Central

to makn

The Hollenbeck Hotel

These cold mornings and evenings
us of warm underwear,
remind
blankets, and quilts. We have got
them. Before you buy call and compare quality and price.
A good fleece ribbed garment for
women at 25c, others 50c to $1.25.
Agood fleece ribbed garment for men
35c, others 50c to $1.25. Children's
underwear 15c to 40c,' as to sizes.
Blankets 50c to $10. Quilts $1 to

325

will be more careful of your expenditures.

Consult

a.

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
fl.50 np
$6
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting'.. .Mc

A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and

Dentist

convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

$8

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

ALL WORK AltSOLUTKLT

C. F. Allen
Galianlzed

DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
12. N. T. AKMIJO BLDG

ROOM

RESIDE

.a

FRESH MEAT

Is a Loose Leaf Book
that Is

al

MUST

xxxxxxxx

HXXXXXIXZXXXX1IXXXXIIXI1XIXXXXXXXIXTTTTTTTX

8

TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK
(He la Bald Behind.)

8

Cor, Gold Ave. & 1st St.

')M

Cornices, Sky
Lights, stock
and Storage
Tanks,

C. H. CARNES,

n(i'. icn at
hi,l

D.

R

B. RUPPE
j j

t

Air

Q

Guttering, etc.

g

Owen Dinsdall, Prop.

General

NOW

K o

8 Cleanest Rooms in the City 8

Furnaces,

Tin

The proper time to consider the seriThe Primrose' Minstrels played to
ous consequences of "long continued
a packed house last night and the
Eye Strain is
performance
was heartily enjoyed.
The entertainment put on by thtj orj The
highest authorities declare that
ganization is not like that of the
75 to UU
cent of all headaches
inwal run of minstrel shows, but conj are
to Eye .strain. It is one of
due
tains several short stories told In
symptoms but
comedy. The hotel scene was a live
'the most common
one and the take oft on a game of
there are many others. Come In
yuur
case. Exexplain
us
and let
baseball between the Cubs and the
amination Free.
iMunts won the pennant for farce
and comedy.
O.
George Primrose himself had an
V. Central Ave.
act, s:t id to be the best in which he
Phone 452.
Ill
has ever appeared. It had two beauCHILDREN'S WINTER UNDER-VKtiful scenes and was entitled 'Twit
nwcE.
AT REDUCED PRICES. TO
light on the old Plantation."
The
s.vri'itiHY mgiit. CMSE OUT THE STOCK. MRS. M.
first scene wius a representation of a GENTLEMEN 50c.
LADIES
FREE.
C. WILSON. 21 WEST GOLD.
log cabin
"Way Down
South In
Dixie." while overhead dropped the
protecting
shadows of a spreading
oak. The other scene was a fascinating view of a watermelon patch, in
WE FILL
bloom with hill and river environment, the whole reviewed at sunrise,
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
sunset and night
fall, while the
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEradiance of the moon bathes them in
At Consistent
a soft, tranquil light. It is In this
NUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
moonlight scene that Mr. Primrose
COUMERCL.
Prices
e
gave a
dance, assisted by
the Watermelon coons.
There was a matinee this afternoon and there will be a third performance tonight.
I xyxxxxxxixxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxiixxuixxxxxxxxuxxxxxx
The reception given the minstrels
after the regular performance In the
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
a
Klks" lodge room was a very pleasant affair. Mr. Primrose presided
a
over the doings of the affair, which
FINE STOCK
SKILLED WORKMEN
was fully as enjoyable as the regular performance.
WORK GUARANTEED
H
M
Telephone 131
502 West Central
Some fine new ' oranges at the
M
Richelieu grocery.
XXXXXXXIXXrXXXXXIXXXTTXIIlITXIIXXXXTTTIXXIHIXIXXXIXH
soft-sho-

$7G.06

to
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toast-maste-

The Tucson baseball tournament
opened yesterday with three teams
abreast with a chance for the money.
Tucson, Blsbee and Phoenix had tied
for first money with a percentage of
.667. Phoenix was second with .500
and Hermosillo had nothing to its
credit but the fact that it had played three games.
The Albuquerque
boys played
quite a prominent part in Tucson's
game Wednesday with Hermosillo.
Corhan got four hits out of four
times up and Frantz got one out of
the ten hits. Frantz and Tarr each
had an error. The score was 7 to 1.
Tucson defeated Blsbee on Thursday by a score of 3 to 1, but the
New Mexico boys played no prominent part In the game, Tarr being
the only one of them to hit the ball
safely. Frantz and Corhan each had
four chances and accepted them all.
The batteries were as follows:
First game Tucson: Woods, Cra-bl- e,
Reese, Allen, and Drachman.
Hermofilllo, Reiger and Mangerina.
Second game Tucson: Woods and
Allen.
Blsbee: Channer and Cheek.
According to the Arizona Daily
Star, betting was 2 to 1 on Bisbee
in the Tucn-Blsbe- e
game and Bis- HOMESTEADERS
bee sports dropped several thousand
dollars.
Fresh pears for sale at the
grocery.

$10.00

AXD HEALTHY
good, wholesome, nourishing bread,
far better than meats, and Just what
the childish bodies want with milk
and fruits. Lots of good, rich, red
blood comes coursing after the eating of pure wheat, rye or graham
bread from Balling's bake shop.
STROXU

t.--

TUCSON
lun-chea-

Prof. Hod sin delighted
the students on Monday at the regular
weekly assembly with a lecture on
aatromony. The address was highly
entertaining and Instructive.
The physic department has Just
received a shipment ol apparatus
which will greatly assist In the work
of the department.
Most of the apparatus will be installed immediately as the classes have been awaiting
its arrival for several weeks.
The public will be Interested to
know that included in this shipment
was. a gram of radium, the newly
discovered mineral substance which
so recently aroused the wonder of
the whole world. This small amount
of radium is to be used in Professor Angell's new apparatus for finding the electric potential of the air.
This apparatus, which is expected to
arrive in a few days from the manufacturers, is to be installed as part
of the university weather station. It
is the only Instrument in the country
for finding and recording meteroro-loglcdata of this kind.
Enthusiasm in football is steadily
growing. Several new men are dePracveloping into good material.
tice games have been held every afternoon this week. The first game
of the season was played this afternoon with the Albuquerque
Indian
on
the University
school
team
grounds.
The young men who will enter the
Dr. Chamberlain
declamation conenthusiastically
test, are rehearsing
and the public will be given an exThe prize which
cellent program.
lr. Chamberlain has offered is an
extensive collection of American orations and each young man who enters the contest will do Ills bestKfl-la-to
win it. The contestants will be
Baldwin, K. Heald. C. Ileald,
Emmons, Browning. Fergusson and
Learning. The contest will occur
November 8. and the admission will
be free. The place will be announced later.

DWCE

IN

Miss Constance Abbott,
daughter
of Judge Ira A. Abbott, gave a
on Friday in honor of Miss D.
H. Dill, her guest.
Mrs. R. W. D. Wryani of West Cen-

Nickel

202 East Central

DANCE.

grocery, F. F.

THREElilsiREASI

WEEK END NOTES

DWCR

CHURCH

east-boun-

'

'that's the

&

AT

An Indian, presumably a Is'avajo,
was found dead at Chaves, N. M.,
150 miles west of this city yesterday
afternoon by trainmen on an
extra freight train. Both legs
had been cut oft by a train, and
great clots of blood found
on the
track and beside the track near the
body gave evidence that the man had
bled to death.
The accident is thought to have
occurred on the Chicago limited,
which Just preceded the freight.
When the trainmen on the freight
first noticed the man, he was
up beside the track. Noticingsitting
that
the Indian was injured, the engineer
on the freight stopped hi train. The
freight was a heavy one
a
quarter of a mile past theandmanranbefore it was brought to a stop, and
when the trainmen reached him he
was dead.
The man's legs had been run over
about the knees and were so nearly
severed that the pieces hung to the
body by mere threads of flash. A
trail of blood leading from the track
to where the body lay beside the
track showed that the man had
dragged himself to a Dlace of safety
after the accident, crawling on his
nanos. oraggjag ills injured Umbs
behind him.
Just how the accident occurred
will probably never be known.
is
barely possible that the man wasIt hit
by the train. It is more likely that
he was riding on some part of it
and fell on the rails beneath the
wheels. That the man was not seen
by people on the observation car of
the train seems rather strange.

Secretary MoAfee,
of the Home
Mission 'board of the Presbyterian
church, will occupy the pulpit at the
Presbyterian church tomorrow, both
morning and evening.
Secretary McAfee comes from New
York and has the distinction of being the youngest member
of the
board of which he is one of the most
active secretaries.
He la an able
speaker and his visit here is greatly anticipated by members of the lot,
cal church.
Try the Richelieu
Secretary McAfee is how on his
return from a visit to the far west- Trotter, proprietor.
ern synod of the church. He made
several stops 4n Arizona and visited
the Grand Canyon of ,Arltona.
He
speaks at Santa Fe pn Monday. ,

Bakery

Edwards

Bookkeeper,
familiar with
most Intricate systems, wants
evening work. Expert. Address
Bookkeeper, care Citizen.

1
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Cltib House Goods will7

M

DITIZKn,

GUEST OF DONOR

Seven Show

of

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

EVENING

Mattremes mado over at Chas. L.
KcppehT's 817-1- 9
South Second.
It you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evenlnf Citizen. We get

305 West Gold
uTTIIIIIIITTT ITTTTTTTTI

Beauty Parlors

3
H

120 South Fourth St.

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CUllUILLOS LUMP.

Fetal
Shsmpoolof
Electrolotls
Scalp Treslmesi
Manlcsrlof
Children's Hair Cutllof
We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches. Pompadour. Puffs. Wlir. etc.
HEAL II A I It NETS
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
The new pomp Wave.
All
shades to be worn under the

Nut

CLKAV GAS COKF.

SMITHING COAL.
NATIVK KINDLING.

ron cash only.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

W. H.

HAM f J

GO.

A Quick ami Safe Ilemody for Dowel

Complaints.
Twenty years ago Mr. Geo. W.
Brock discovered that Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was a quick and safe cure for
"During all of
bowel complaints.
these year," he says, "I have used

hair Instead

of ruffing

Mr. and Mrs.

James Slaughter,

one's

own novelties in back and aid
oombs.

tl.

&

Mistt

Hair Dretilnx

ANTHRACITE
Mixed.

Jobbing

rne fmrimlan

GOAL

Furnace,

Rooting,

Proprietors

3
A

It

and recommended It many time
have never yet disappointed me." Mr. Brock Is publisher
of the Aberdeen,
Md..
Enterprise
for sals by all drugg-lsts-.

ard the result

Subscribe for The CTtUen and
news.

tlM

(r
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CITIZEN.

SATl'RDAT,

fumntUM

1IIM AND II Kit.
When the leaves turn brown,

has-bee-

Consolidated Liquor Company

n

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS VVERY FROFER ACCOMMODATION
AN D SOLICITS1 NEW ACCOUNTS.

n.

fla

CAPITAL.

ftjSiiiii iwaawwiiiipaf

A

.

..$160,000.00

OfDorra and Directors:

Pure, Wholesome, Reliable

SOLOMON

7 Cream of Tartar Baking Powder

rswildcnt.

LUNA,

V---

W. 8. STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cawhk.
WILLIAM BtcINTOSH,

The cream of tartar used In Dr. Price's Bakinc Powder
is derived from grapes In the exact form and composition in which it occurs In that luscious, healthful
fruit

o.

peek-a-bo-

IM7.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

J. Korber & Co.

peek-a-bo-

2,

WITH AMTTJB MEANS
AXD UNSUUPASSKD FACILITIES

Anil the air gets chill,
And the moon grows big,
And the nights are still.
When the beer's too cold,
And a sheet's too thin.

And a Panama hat
an old
Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood IsWhen
the coal goes up,
And the wood goes, too,
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
With the drop stltoh hose
And the low cut shoe.
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
Then the birds go south,
ALBUQUERQUE From north, east and west,
"Write ot for
And you button your coat,
Catalogue and Price
Cver last year's vest.
Hut the summer maiden,
What does she do?
Just keeps on wearing,
J. D. Eakla, President
Her
Cfctt. Mrilml, Mcrary
And she smiles the same.
O. GlomL Vie Prwldt.
O. Baeaaeal, Traasarrx
As she .blows .her nose.
For she has a cold.
Ami some new fall clothes.
But the
And
the elbow sleeve,
SaoeaaaoTe to
. J? 3
a couple of things.
Are
MEL:N A CAKIN. and BACHECHI A filOMI.
She rind. hard to leave.
And she keeps them. on.
WHOLKmALK DKALKHB IN
Till the snow flukes fly.
Ami she sees them go.
With a saddened eye.
Jut ine man digs up.
Wa kaap ararylblng la tloek to aatflt tha
His last year's suit,
A woolen shirt.
mast fattldloaa bar cam pitta
And a calf skin boot.
Hava been appo'nta axclualva aganta In tha touthwaat !a Ja. ft.
And he catches a cold,
chllte, Wm. Lamp and St. LoiiU A. B. C BrawaHaa; Ytllowatoaa,
That's worse than her's,
Qrean Rlvar, f. H. McBrayafa Cdar Brook, Lula Huntar, T.J. Man.
with all his wools.
And his coats and furs.
arch, and thar atandard trunda of wnlsklaa toa numarua ta mantlan.
The man takes quinine,
And Hock and Rye,
WE ARC NOT COMPOUNDERS,
Hut the cold nanas on. n
Bat aell tha atralght artlcla aa received by a( from tie Mi i iaerlaa.
Till
he think'a he'll die.
Distilleries, and Brcweriee In tk United but
Call aad Inaft
Hut the peek-a-bo- o
arlrl.
Stock nd Priee or writ for lUnatratca
Ma
klat.
Though her nose is red,
aa4s
lasaed to dealera only.
just says ner cold.
la an in ner head.
And the man
As he hugs the Are,
:xxoooaxooooocxx
And curses his cold.
With a fierce desire.
j And he wondera how,
vitn ner
And elbow sleeves.
That girl pulls through.
Wa have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equip- - m While she powders her nose.
ped to make Sash. Doors, Moulding. Store Fronts and Fixtures or M To hide the red.
M And still calmlv says anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reason
able prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill E It's all In her head.
O
tefiagBcq
iMost men get to be college pro- Dy aegrees.
E
SOUTH OF VIADUCT
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
. ..
v ny aon t some
one
us a
OOOOOOCXXJOOCXDOOOC
copy of "When the Frostsend
Is on the

OOTOREIl

W.

.

J. JOHNSON,

x v Assistant Cashier.
J.

A. M. DLA CK WELL

C. BALfSSIPGK.

O. E. CROMWELL.

o,

Improves the Flavor and Adds
To the nealthinlness of the Food

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

R10NTEZURIA TRUST CO.

Its Use ix Protection and
tx uuarantee Against
Alum Food

.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

capital sad surplus. $100,000

i

"ker-choo-

Superior Lumber and Mill Co.

peek-a-bo-

THIRTY MILLIONS FOR

AND

INTEREST

s"

COOL MILLION

FOR HER BABY

ALLOWED

BOY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette
BUILDERS'
.

Etc.,

J.

.

Altaqoerqae, New Mexico

AND

C.

-

ijfciAWr-

figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber in 'New Mexico.
A large stock of dry apruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look into this.

Phone 8.

I

CO.

'

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Served. You can leave today
"

pare is low,

Los Angeles only
pifty dollars round trip. Ask

for information, we will make
Your frip onc lng to be remembered-pverBeau-fifu-

y

l

lti:;lTj.K

311

T. E. PURDY,
AGENT
&

S. F. R. R.
iT

an mtn

ii

i

i

Albuquerque

Foundry and
m.

. HALL,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brtaa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars;

ing, Pulleys, Grade liars. Babbit Metal;
FronU (or Buildings.
mammira

41

mm

aaimlma

mm

mniu

Foundry aaat alda of railroad track.

Columns

B halt-

aaJ Iroa

ataaainery a
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million dollars for this young woman
to use for a great deal of good or a
great deal of selfplea.sure!
'Mrs. C. Oliver Iselln, wife of a
millionaire iNew York banker, has
become one of the richest or American women thrpugh the death of her
father. Col. Wm. L. Goddard, of
Providence, R. I.
In the high circles of New York
society Mrs. Iselln stands as one of
the roremost and most popular of
the younger matrons.
She Is a lav- -

EUROPE'S

GREAT

IS

1

HiHiie-sli'a- il

Itoswell. X. iM., Oct. 28. Six bundled and elghtyfour original homestead entries. 10fi.son.83 arres entered. (!8 original desert entries, 12.-- 4
o5 1 7 acres entered, 100 excess
entries. 41.08 acres entered:
toi-.entries pf all klnd, 850: total
!iii!iili-of acren entered Hit. 248. 89,
tlie iu;irifrly report of the local
h.i-nltlre.
r

Bpmmimttp
Albuq.cerq.ua,

N. a

weak stomach, causing dyspepHeart with palpitation or
intermittent
pulse, always means
wtak stomach nerves or weak Heart
nerves. Strengthen these lnslda or
controlling nerves with Dr. Shoop'a
Restorative and see
how quickly
these
ailments
disappear.
Dr.
Bhoop, of Racine, Wis.,
will
mail
samples free. Writ for them. A
test will tell. Tour health la certainly worth this simpla trial. Bold
by all dealer.
A

sia, a weak

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

expert as a boxer.
Of her two children her little son,
William Goddard Iselln, upon whom
ner wtner settled a cool million.
promises to Inherit ultimately one
or me most .princely
In
fortunes
America.
The grandfather's estate ultimately will fall to this boy baiby of less
than 3 years of age. In addition to
th!s will come his share of the mii
lions of his father and mother. He
win he In the multimillionaire class
tien he starts to kindergarten.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

CHILD ACTRESS
COMING

TO

UNITED

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
STATES

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
5

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

0OaK34K03C10Oa
"OLD
I

::..

:.

v'..

RlLUBU."

L.

44

ESTABLISHED

Ba,

PUTNEY

17I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries tha largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stapla Groceries
ta Ua Southwest.

I.AND OFFICK

Jll'SI N IOSS TUANSACT KD.
M,-Wntv n(
at 1 town ell Kept nuy
I'illii? AppUiiitiiuiM for
J'jitrics.

MONEY

lUeh Sirs. C. Oliver Isolln am! Her Millionaire Ruby.
New York, Oct. 22. Thirty mil- lsh entertainer, enthusiastic in irolf.
lion dollars all her own!
Thirty horsemanship and yachting, and is

o

!
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WHEN YOU WANT

Quinsy Sprains and Swelling Cured.
"In November. 1801, 1 caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
applied Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm
and It gave me relief in a short time.
In two days I was all right," says
Mrs. L. Cousins.
Mich.
Otterburn.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is a liniment and Is especially valuable for
apralns and swellings. For sala by
all druggists.

descriptive 1'terature free.

7A A. T.

'a "

long.

J

comfort will be yours.

-

GKEATENT IIR1DGE OF
KIND EVKU OOXSTItCCTED.
Strin-tiirvcr t'olorado lUvcr at
I'nrkcr, Arias., Sutd to be the
I I not JtuilU
Phoenix. Ariz., Oct. ?6. The railroad bridge over the Colorado river
at Parker, according to railroad men,
will be one of the greatest of its kind
In the world.
In its construction
2r.000 barrels of cement will be used.
The bridge proper will be 1,700 feet

meals are

The

Ha

THK (1AMR TO DATE.
(Detroit Free Press.)
"I've got a little straight," said
the man who had called.
"What
have you got?"
"Three attlnitles and a pair of artists," answered the other, raking In
the pot.
Later, when the man saw three
oueens and two Jacks, he realized
that he was .playing poker with one
who reads the papers.

(Jpod! Let us plan your trip.
The Santa Fe has three trains
carry the best
Each day-th- ey

jpd you'r there tomorrow.

The Prescott Morning
Courier
says that a man was .arrested in
Prescott for making several lunges
at a friend with a knife. Then the
paper sagaciously adds that the two
men were lighting.
The explanation
might come in handy because of the
peculiar demonstrations of affections
among some Arlzonians.
MIGHT UK WORSE.
The melancholy days have come,
lou smile and ask me whv.
Because you can't sit out and spoon
nu a coal lire comes too high.
wnue melancholy though it seems.
This chill October weather,
.still "keeping warm's"
a fine ex
cuse
For sitting close together.

GOING TO CALIFORNIA?:

Equipment-HARVE- Y

St. Iouls now wants to sell a franchise for the exclusive operation of
air hlps In its atmosphere.
Generally speaking, the atmosphere of St.
Louis isn't worth much.

j

To

GRANDE LUMBER

Dmro-BITOR-

AathorlKxt Capital
fS04,n.N
Paid Vf CapttaL Bnrploa and ProflU
$2M,0fl.M
Depository far Atchlaea, Tapeka k Saaia Ft itallwaj Compaay

The Roswell Record doesn't like
it because the Mayor Is out of town
more than he Ts at home. That's
one way of dodging trouble.

.

GIVE US A CHANCE

RIO

m.

Caahlar
Aaatatant Cashlar
Dlrwtfflf

to the worst.

Etc

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

u.

".Must we Freeze?" asks the Capl-ta- n
iXewa. There's a warmer place
than New Mexico If the worst comes

Bet-te- r.

Prwldaal
Vic. Praaldaal

-

0

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherv
Paint None
llnlldlng Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors,

Etc

JOSHUA I. RATNOtDB
W
W. TLOURNOT
TRANK McKMx. FROIT
. W. kAYNOLDi

After all. the president generally
rms more success hunting bears on
Wall street.
The weather bureau ought to re- ruse 10 pay any attention whatever
to anonymous earthquakes.
"A Tribute to the Watermelon,"
says the Melrose Headlight.
The
watermelon needs no eulogy.
O
weetfiearts should dine on venison because they are dear to each
other, says Judge. In the good old
aays. tney couldnt eat at all.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

NEW MEXICO

omcntm and dirkctor

fumpkln?"

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

DEPOSITS

o,

tot.

THE

SAVINGS

ON

Milan,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

tilullctl'i.- - do Kim,

Italy, October 25 (Jiullette at the Manzoni
Filodramatleal
do ltiso, 8 years old. the mot won- - theaters in Miluu,and
among the most
d i ful child actre.'s Kurime him nr.- - famous In Kurope,
it
been
huve
duced, will visit the United States
to draw crowd as en'.hula.-tlthis wlntt-under the directum of us those that hall Uuse.
'
suft'l-ciei-

I.eonciivallo, as the star performer
of the greut ltullun composer's

Cllullette's mother, under the stage
name of Carolina Ronhglloeli, is one '
of the most prominent actres-e- s
in
Italy, and her father Is a famous
classic comedian. The little girl was
born an actress, and she has given
evidence of her genius in the Italian
theaters and at Cairo, When aha
was 6 years old she learned parts
played by her parents
simply
through hearing the rehearsals, and
h" repeated them, Imitating closely
the gestures of the performers.
She took regular parts before she
was 7, and kept at work learning
new parts, until now she has an extensive reportolre.
Her appearance

Hurt! Times in Kansas.
The old days of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgotten In the
prosperous Kansas of today; although a citizen of Codell,
Earl
Shamhurg, has not yet forgotten a
hard time he encountered, lie says:
"I was worn out and discouraged by
coughing night and day, and could
find no relief till I tried Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It took less thun
one bottle to completely cure me."
The safest and most reliable cough
cure and lung and throat healer ever
discovered. Guaranteed by all dealer. 60c and $100. Trial botUa

tr.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tba telephona makea tha
.dutlea lighter, tbaoarealaaa

and tba worrlea fewer.

Tha
telephone
pr
your health, prolangi yau Via
and protects your home.

TOtJ JTELM A TEUEPnONB

IN TOUR HOHK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
0CCKaKCK5

5.

S,

OCTORF.R
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1907.
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PORTER ILIFF DIES AT

Word reached the city yeeterdsy of
the death of Porter lltrt, a former Albuquerque boy, who passed away at
Lawrence, Kan., Just a few days ago.
:THE NEW:
Regarding The young man's death, the
Lawrence (Kansas) Gazette, says:
"porter 111(1 was Iborn at Vmland
September J, 188. Hs was a boy
of far more than the usual ability,
and advanced rapidly in his studies.
He always stood high In his classes
D. H. CORDtER. Manager.
and was a lavorite wun ms iecner
Me attenaea me
and associates.
Lawrence high school until about a
year ago, when he went to Albu
querque, where nis lamny wa. no
entered the high school there, and In
WM. Q. ROGER
April last was taken wun a maiaay
Baritone.
that bamea me emu 01 m imyw
clans. It was something like inflam
aeciuea
matory
Theumatlsm. but
STANTON mndr'sANDBKRQ,
was not that. He suffered greatly,
it
...
..
rmedlans.
was brought back to Lawrence about
two months sgo In ths hope that the
ohange would benefit him. He imNew Moving Picture
proved for a little while, and then
again went Into decline, and failed
THE WAGS,
steadily until death relieved him of
his sufferings.
Sketch Artists,
Porter was In the employ of the
and
Gazette before he went west, and he
BILLY BEBAU A CO.
was one of the most intelligent, industrious, faithful boys ws ever had.
who knew him iias a
Change of bill every Monday and And everv one say
good word to
for him now, Just
Thursday.
thpv
a
did
'he was alive.
when
TuesIndies' Konvenlr Matinee
The death of Porter lliff Is keenly
days and Fridays, afternoon.
In Alhuaueraue bv a large num
flf
He
ber of friends and classmates.
was a student at the Albuquerque cl
hljrh nhnnl hint winter, and accoran 1. A. Miller. DrinclDal of the
10 and 20c Inr
Matinee
school, one of the brightest and best
,
.
1
.
A
Evening
0, 20 30e iikoil riiinlU in the school. He was a
member of the school basket ball
team, baseball team and the football
mind An d took an active Tmrt In all
the school athletics and fraternity
organizations.

CLASSIFIED ADS

1

CRYSTAL TAEATRE

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Week of October 21
y
'

ty

...

A nrr iHHlon!

Geo. Primroses

VALUABLE

WSTRELS

THOUGH

-

mix
Here Is a slmtole
ture as srtven bv an eminent author
ity on Kidnev diseases, who makes
the statement that It will relieve al
most anv cate of Kidney trouble If
taken before the stage of Brlghfs dls
ease. He states that sucn symptoms
an lame back, nam In the side, fre
quent desire to urinate, especially at
night: painful and aiscoiorea urina
Hon. are readily overcome. Here is
the reel dc : try it:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-na- n
Kargon, one
ounce;
Compound
ounce; compound syrup sarsaparn-la- .
three ounces. Take a teaspoonful
after each meal and at bedtime.
A well known local druggist Is au
are
thorlty that these, ingredients
all harmless and easily mixed a
home by shaking well in a bottle.
This mixture has a peculiar healing
and soothing effect upon the entire
Kidney and Urinary structure, and
often overcome the worst forms of
rheumatism in just a little while.
This mixture Is said to remove all
biood disorders and cure the rheu
r.iattPm by forcing the kidneys to fil
ter and strain from the blood and
system all uric acid and foul, de
composed waste matter, which cause
these afflictions. Try It if you aren'
well. Save the prescription.
home-mad-

Headed by

Aim-ica'-

s

Greatest
Singing and
Dancing
Comedian

Geo. H. Primrose
With Ills Own Great Company of
tli World's Leadlnff Mlnlstrel
' Entertainers.

PEOPLE SO

GO

Same Great Company and Production
Presented Six Weeks In New
York.
N. B. Mr. Primrose will positively
appear.
I

)

.
V

The World's Grandest and Best
ov SI. ll.DV
srices on
sale at Matron's Wedne- Seats
w
nay, uct. zs, at
o ciock.

Night and Matinee
OCTOBER 25 and

e

--

o

HAIR DRESSER AND
DIST.

cmrtoro--

at tier parlors oppo
Alvarado and next door to
cafe, is prepared to give
scalp treatment, do hair
treat corns, bunions and in
She gives massage
nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of com
Tuesday Night, Oct. 29
up
plexlon cream builds
ths skin and
Improves the complexion, and
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Che
The Remarkable Musical Success also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
tng out; restores life to dead hair
removes moles, warts and superfluou
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of th
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

UK

Mrs. BamV!nl,

the
E site
Sturges'
thorough
dressing,
growing

"The

Rollicking

Girl

No Breaking-i- n

99

needed

From The Herald Square Theatre,
Strongest
Fascinating
Chorus,
by
, Possible Cast, Headed
The Inimitable CoiticdJnn

ItltrJs

fThe flexible sole Red Cross
vtth the foo- t-

fort able from
aching

and
of Bluewater, N. M., has filed notice
:r.used by stiff soles ;'.nd the
of his Intention to make ilnal
nroof In suDDOrt of his claim
ivils of thin soles aie previz: Homestead Entry No. 7161
.
mnrtA An
1907. for the NE Vt sented
by the Red Crc ss. It
NWVi. Section 22. Township 12N.,
11W.. anil that said DrOOf Will snables a woman to be on her
Itlnn
be made before Sllveatre Mlrabal, U.
S. court commissioner,
at San Ra eet for hours at a time with
"'
fael. N. M.. on November 5, 190T.
He names the following witnesses jomfort.
prove
to
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land A stylish
viz:
Chapman.
Samuel C.
Hiram
Teung Eugene T. Chapman, Ernest stoe that's
A. Tletjen. all of Bluewater. N. M.
ibsolutely
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register,
'O: fort able
nve-vea-

r

!'";"

MEN AND WOMEN.

nJ

''if
sat t
CaUafto..
ton. iritr.
HUiSCHUIICICO,
ClClIUTl,0 1""

ff: 8i, Hi J Cnm

tutu CUt

.

Every Woman
UUsbTHalrU ftlia UIOUIU

.'.;Si,nAT.lil

MARVELWhirlingSprav
ttew

sir

1st

!' I.

i litfti.:

'1

t,

(

la

i

ryriH

11 LirfUisW--

Bliukwt

S400

x fords,
$3--

5

U 4

Highland Livery

po-rltl-

a

MI ,

E Fi Y
Date Styles
AT LOW PRICES

-

Don't Forgst The

Three-roombo-

SO-ac- re

00-ac- re

Thos. F. Keleber

ey-at-- Ia

A. MONTOYA

m

$4.00

111-tll-l- lT

STREET

Moat Market

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

160-ncr-

and

FOUND
set

"My dear old mother, who Is now
years old, thrives on
Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brun-soof Dublin, Ga. "She has taken
them for about two yearn and enjoys
an excellent appetite, feels strong
and sleeps well." That's the way
Electric Bitters affect the aged, and
the same happy results Collow In all
cases of female weakness and general debility. Weak, puny children too,
are greatly strengthened by them.
Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.

plans evidently belonging to machinist or
plumber. Owner can secure same
liy pnylng for this ad.
STACY AND CO. IN BUSINESS
PROXT DK)lt CLOSED
AGAIN.
DAYS.
PENDING INEOR FEW
VOICE OF OLD STOCK AND ARRANGEMENT OF OUK NEW 1,1 N E.
CALL AT SIDE POO It OR PHONE
711. 3J5 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

eighty-thre- e

They Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect experienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the healthy condition of the body
and n.ind which they create makes
one feel joyful. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all drug stores.

60c.

Elaborate

Relieves Colds by working them out
of th system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to the taste
as Maple Sugar"

F.

Kidneys

Weak KMne , tnrsly point to weak kldrvy
Tl.a Klilneyt, tike th Jleut, and th
fctomach. find their WMtltnnu, not In th organ
IuhK, but Ui lh nerve tht control anil ruiU
and (trengthen tham. Dr. bhnop't IteaUiraUv U
a niedlctn ipacincally crvpaivd to
rach the
controlling nerve. To doctor th Kidney aluo.
I lutllo. It I a wui ol tuue, and ol mou
a

Architect.

It fs SIidod's

WM. CHRPLlh
Artoae

For BACKACHE
OtWltt'i Kldotj and Bladder

THE

J,

Pllli-S-

H. D'RIELLY

Corner Second

ui Safa

un

CO.

Street and Central

Avenue,

ostoraiiuo

FURNISHERS.
NEW AN
Phone 655. IIOFSE
SECONDHAND.
WB BUY HOI'S
GOODS, 214 W. GOLD AY
G. KUUSFJf, MANAGER.

A. J. MORTCpi

Merchant Tailor IP"

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
CLEANED, PRESSED

lOS North

and

REPAIRED

rtrst Street

BeHt

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
WANTED T Tou can
this column.

et it through

I

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

IIS
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

Grade of Flour.

Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
Everything; In market always on hand
"TUB BEST ALWAYS."
608 W. Central Ave.
Phone 238

HOME

OUTFITTERS

g

T.N.-INVlIv-

Well.

II your back sche or Is weak, if the nrlns
Sf ids. or it dark and strong If you hava yrnptnnu
Of Bright or other dittreuing or daagerous Inline dleaM. try lr. 6 hoop Ka4toratir a nxxilh
TahW or Liquid ud at whut U can and U1
do tut you. Druggist raoomiusud and teil

yvs.
itffflM

W. SPEXCER

1221 South Walter.

Stomach troubles, Heart sna Kidney ailments can be quickly correctknown to
ed with a prescription
druKglsts everywhere ss Dr. Shoop's
The firompt and surHeMorutlve.
prising relief which thi remedy immediately brings ia entirely due to
Its Restorative action upon the controlling nerves of the Stomach, etc.
SolJ by all dealers.

Kennedy's
Laxative Weak
Cough Syrup

nog)

UNDERTAKER.

n,

WEAK KIDNEYS Try

121 RaOremd

Tea.

JAP-A-LA-

--

Children Like

lirh Shoes.
Let us fit you,

Am J Alt
m
it 1 1.
iiUnr, hut w
1.1

1LUCW

at!s-factor- y.

Nerve.

nDlorl

dicharMM4tfloimfttiun,
ulcar.iioM
trnutioua.1 or tuembr.DM.
aI iii ii r it
P.idIm. sod not utriu.
puuoooiu.
f tut orby
Mold
UrascWta.
or hdI in plmlD wrppr,
r-.- l
pr.pftid. for
.xpro.,
br
11 SI 00. or I bjltli--. i.7.
'J
I
i : i n- - n r tit am nulM.1.

tm 1

ff

N

Cm Bis U for

MONEY to

LOAN

k.

FOUND

And Basiling

Land
Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. S3, shoe is co m
mm.
'he start.
Xotln la hereby given that Thos.
J. McNeill, heir of Mary J. McNeill
The burning

Pa Matteucci

FKR-SONA-

m

LOST

SNITZ EDWARDS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

CARDS

M. L. SCHUTT

Book by Sydney Rosenfcld.
Music by W. T. Francis.

LI LA BLOW

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

w. it. snrauDAN, M. D.
PROPERTY LOANS.
L
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply 1117 Kent avenue.
Physician and Sorgoon
Homeopathic
WANTED Salesman." Good man to
fill vacancy, Nov. 1st. Contract balOccidental life Rnlldlng.
FIRST CLAMS SHOEMAKER- ance this year and next If
Tolepttone, 8H6.
A NO REPAIRER
Commissions with liberal On
Flanoa, Orrsni
Fumltura,
DR. H. L. lrUST
weekly advance for expenses. J. Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
5S8-4- 6
Euclid also on SALARIES ANE WARS
A. Kldwell, Mgr.,
OttKKN rnONT. toa North rira
Physician and Surgeon
Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.
as
SS lit
to HOUSE RECEIPTS,fSOO. low
WANTED Capable
salesman
Loans aro Rooms 6 A 7, N. T. Armijo BuDdlng.
with staple and as high as
cover New Mexico
private
line. High commissions, with $100 quickly mads and strictly
PR. SOLOMON 1a BURTON.
Time: One month to on year glvsm
monthly advance. Permanent
to right man. Jess H. Smith Goods remain In roar possession
Physician and Surgeon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Highland office. 610 South Walter Phono 64.
Call an
Oar rates are
112 John Rti
street. Phone 1030.
or. see as before borrowing.
WANTED Salesman, traveling
Saddle
horses a specialty
f
the road, visiting the dry good
LOAN CO.
In
drivers
city.
HOUSEHOLD
THE
ths
Proprietors
RRONSON
PRS. BRONSON
trade, to handle a strong and com Steamship tickets to and from a
wagon.
plcnio
"Sadie."
the
plete line of laces and ladles' pop
parts of ths world.
Homeopathic Pliyfdrjana and Surular priced neckwear and up to
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg
date novelties on good commisgeons. Over Vann's Drug Store-Phon-e,
sion
basis; state references and
I0IH West Railroad Ave.
Office and Res., 628.
SCHWARTZMAN
PRIVATB OFFICH&
what territory covered. J. M. Mey& WITH
Broadway,
ers & Co.,
Open Evenings.
New Tork.
DENTISTS
Meat, Poultry and Fish
or women
WANTED Help Men
to represent the American MagaDR. J. E. KRAFT
zine, edited by F. P. Dunne ("Mr.
211 W. Central, Tel. 28
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Dooley"), Ida M. Tarbell, Lincoln
Dental Sumrr.
Steffens, etc. Straight proposition.
Rooms 2 and 8, Barnett Building,
Good pay. Continuing Interest from
Over O'lUolIy's Drag store.
year to year in business created.
Appointments made by
FOR. SALE.
L, 1 1M
Experience and capital not necesPhone 744.
-sary. Good opportunity. Write J.
Up-t- o
Six room house. West New
2,500
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. P. 8.
N. yralnor, 23 West 20th street,
York avenuo
4 room abobo, iron roof, lot
VANTED
To buy a houwe. onu or
OHloe
hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
road,
110x400,
Mountain
more lots. Highlands.
must be
LADIES' TAILORING
1:80 to 5 p. m.
1,500
near car line
cheap at the price asked. Walter
Appointments
made by mail.
5 room cement house, 3rd
H. Smith, 80S North Fourth st.
And DRESSMAKINC
806 West Central Ave,
Phone 456.
2,000
ward
WANTED 'A girl tor house work.
MISS CRANE
lot,
corner
room
frame,
4
Family of three. 108 fouin Amu
1,100
Srd ward
LAWYERS
WANTED A girl for general house
8 room frame, 2 lots, ch90
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
work. Apply 315 South Third St.
8,000
In
5 room brick, modern, corWANTED
coal
backs ul iiahn
D.
BRYAN
W.
R.
2,650
yard.
ner lot, 2nd ward
OVERT, BALE, FEED AND
5 room frame, 4tb ward,
Attorney at Law.
607
TRANSFER 8TABLEH.
boarders.
WANTED Table
1,500
corner
South Second street.
brick,
room
Fourth
Three
Building,
Office,
National
Bank
First
Horses and Mules Bought and
good meals,
WANTED Boarders,
1,400
ward . .t
Alubqiierquc, N. M.
changed.
707 South Third street
FOR SALE
Ono of the swellest resi- 7,500
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years ala
dencesi In town
BEST
DOBSON
TOURNOUTS
W.
E.
IN THE CITS
st the American Lumber Co.
The best vacant business
windmills,
FOR SALE: Aermotor
Second Btreet, between Railroad anal
Albuquerque.
house-wroIn
corner
general
A
girl
WANTED
for
Wolklng
Attorney
at Law.
tanks and substructures.
Copper Avenue.
See me lor price.
Mrs. Hopewell, 619 West
Son, 707 North Eighth street.
brick, modern,
Six room
Copper avenue.
Block,
Office
Cromwell
Phone 1485.
8,250
clone In
Alubquerque, N. M.
dressmaking
at
x
house, WANTED Fine
FOR SALE
Seven room brick, modreasonable rates, 513 South Third
Dale
$800. Lotworth the price.
S.500
em
street.
Realtv Co., 100 South Broadway.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIK6
Ranches from two to 200
IRA M. BOND
I'lLL
frame, WANTED Your old hats and suits
acres.
FOR SALE Modern
neyy.
to
Albuquerque
make
like
parrs
town.
of
Attorney
100
Co.,
Law.
Realty
Sourh
all
$2,250. Dale
at
lots In
TUB OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTT.
'
Hatters. In the car.
Broadway.
alfalfa ranch withWhen in need of aasb. door,
Copyrights,
meat
Patents,
Pensions,
buy
Land
To
of
small
tne
blocks
WANTED
a
few
a
in
bugpy
Family
horse,
etc Screen work a specialty.frame
SALE
FOR
4,500
Caveats, Letter Patents. Trade
Mtreet car lino
market outfit. Block, scales, saws,
South
First street. Telephone 403.
and harness. Will take half price
Marks. Claims.
cleavers, knives, etc., except Ice
alfalfa ranch five
If Fold at once. 208 South Hillth.
O.
CitiD.
$65
Washington,
82
town
B.,
B.
M.
address,
or
of
box.
N.
Call
F.
street,
mlloi
north
lots
FOR SALE One and one-ha- lf
zen office.
per acre,
from
In Grant tract, one block
FOR KENT.
208 WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
cost.
less
car.
At
than
street
TITOS. K. D. MADDISON
Hons
styles in millinery to call on Miss
from 2 to 8 rooms.
. DEVOES
South Edith street
READT PAINT
Hloney to loon in sums to salt.
street.
612 North
Crane,
Second
One Gallon Covers 00 Square F
w.
Attorn
tamalea
hot
FOR SALE The finest
dressmaking
parlors.
Millinery
and
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT'
In the city, also chill con carne.
Also apprentices
Phone
wanted.
Office with W. n. Chlldcrs,
408 West TIJeras.
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five
944.
Avenue,
Gold
117
Wert
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
40 head of horses
for
house, most fashionable district In WANTED
winter pasture, 80 acres of first
408 Wist Railroad Avaaa
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
pasture at Alameda.
class
alfalfa
INSURANCE
Citizen.
Real Extate and Loons. Notary
Terms,
Good water, trood fence.
FOR SALE 10JArmlJo Avenuertwo
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
$1.60 per month. Address, Brill
TOTI A ORAOI
houses; barn." etc. $2,000. $1,500,
Box 44$Albuquerque.
Ross.
B. A. SLEYSTER
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises. WANTED---iADl- a"
Dealers
In
Groceries, Provisions,;
bodied, unmarried
E. A. Cantrell.
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
ages of 21 and 35;
urain and Fuel.
men.
between
good
good
horses,
FOR SALE Two
Public
Fine Line of Imported Wines Lienor
citizens of United States, of good
and surry, cheap. 409
harness
and Cigars. Place your orders t
character and temperat. habits,
' West
ESTATE
IV
REAL
BARGAINS
Block,
13
14,
Hunlng avenue.
Cromwell
nnd
Rooms
who can speak, read and write
this line with us.
4- - room
brick, modern.? 2,150
M.
130.
Albuquerque,
N.
Phone
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
to
apply
English.
For information
room brick modern 10,000
NORTH TH D HT
II
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
203 E. Central
Officer,
Recruiting
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
New
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
Ave.,
6- 8,200
rooiii brick, modern
A. K. WALKER
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M.
THIRD
frame, modern 8,500
FOR SALE Two nice homes In
storeroom
brick
Fire Insurance.
Highlands at a bargain. Must sell.
8,000
size 25x00
Albuquerque
Will consider offer.
1
store building, good
Seeretarv Mutnal Tinlldlnjr Association
Hatters, in car. West Gold avenue
7,500
locution
SIT West Central Avenue.
AH Kinds of Fresh and Salt ttmmm
e
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
ranch, under
Steam Sausage Factory.
lrrlga-;
main
all
6,400
under
each,
acres
diuh
EMIL KL1ENWOR7
tlon ditch. Near city. Albuquer-- j
Best Paying hotel busl- MISCELLANEOUS
1,800
que Land Company, room 9, CromMasonlo Bulldlna;, North TLI?d a- nncfM in city, cash....
Henry
by
Mrs.
well Bldg.
Recommended
frame house, Symes, to develop the bust from 4
FOR SALE
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN
6
to
Inches.
trees,
cellar, barn, shed, shade
219 South 2nd Street
Guaranteed to be made from the
vines, corner East Copper and LoJustice of the Peace, Precinct
cust, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E. true Galega Extract. Is perfectly OOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)
No. 12. Notary Public
hai mless.
A. Cantrel. 102 Armijo avenue.
Collections.
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
frame house, tonic,
FOR SALE
Office 224 North Second Street.
but It has a specific effect upon
barn, chicken yard, out house, cor the bust.
723
North Fourth Street,
by
Retddence
76
cents. For sale
Price
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000. j
Alubquerque, N. SL
E. A. cantrei, Highland Pharmacy and Al$800 cash. B. o. T.
102 Armijo avenue.
varado Pharmacy
BORDERS,

FOR RENT A few nicely furnish
ed rooms, oy the week or montn.
Steam, .heat and all modern conNo Invalids. Hotel
veniences.
Cralge,
Silver avenue, between
First and Second streets.
cor
FOR RENT Newly furnished
ner room. Electrlo lights and batn.
)9 per month. No health seekers.
b!9 West Central.
flat, also 20- FOR RENT
room rooming house or hotel. W.
H. JUcMilllon, real estate broker,
211 West Oold avenue.
FO It KBNT Houses 4 and 6 rooms.
one furnished.
W. H. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue,
FOK RENT Board and lodging fen-four gentlemen at 123 a month.
618 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Qood rooms on car
line. 501 South Third.
FOR RENT Fine front room with
418
private porch. No invalids.
South Third street
Three large fron
FOR RENT
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
409 Wast Hunlng avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Thira
street.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
622
good locality.
No invalids.
West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 6 15 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
TO LET Established rirst class bar
privilege to responsible party, nest
location in the city. Address, X.
Y. Z., Citizen.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. rva
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
upstairs.

.
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MIXED

JASIIY

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

DAVIS & Z EARING

303 W. Oold A ve.
If you take DeWltt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will Ret prompt reTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXH
lief from backache, weak kidneys,
Inflammation of the bladder and
A weak's treaturinary troubles.
If real coffee disturbs your stomment for 25 cent. Sold by J. II. ach, your Heart or Kidneys, then try
O'Rlelly.
this clever Coffee
imitation Dr.
Ciu-sr'Dr. Shoop
Health Coffee.
has closely matched old Java end
Mocha Coffee In f'.avor and taste,
yet it has not a single grain of real
coffee In it. Dr. Shoop's Health Cofand CURE
pure
fee Imitation Is made from
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt,
one
Nuta, etc. Made in
minute. No
'A
w
tedious long wait. You will surely
like It. Get a free sample at our
store. C. N. Brlghara.
s

KILLthe

couch

the LUNC6

Br. King'
flew Discovery

Fnn
vii
AND Al

roycHS
xr OLDS

a iinv
n.PBICB
Trial Bottl Fr

THROAT AND IUNQ TROUBLES

OUAUANTED BATIUFACXO 1

SOU ALONE

X

rjJUMUm
!

Trial Cutarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop. Haclne, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a
penny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere a Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Hold by all

rAOtt EIGHT.

rn'

""Ml

2LLBUQUEEQUE

PERSONAL
Mm. C. Severn, of Helen, la In
the city visiting and shopping.
Alejandro
Panitnval. of Corralles,
Is a buslne
visitor In the city.
C. T. Warmath,
of (Humboldt.
Term.. It In the city to spend the
winter.
Mm. J. 1 Purllne and daushter of
Lan Vega, are registered
at the
I'ralge hotel.
L. Ohlln, manager for the Ouira
Your Mnmtiruz Is nffoelnl liy tho
Trading company, arrived from the
kind f shoos you wewr. Poor
wet this morning.
yonr oIihiho
ulioos won't luti-iTrainmaster John McMahon. of
Icr luit tliy will hurt your fwllmt.
the New Mexico division, 1st In the
NomIhtc tlocn a person need wo
city from Lns Vegan.
These
more tlinn tihont the
Dr. George T. 5ould. of the edi
Hindi nbusojl iuiiiiImi- - of th' iMKly
torial staff of the Kl Pau New,
are continually In uso and Imvtiur
In
in the city on a visit to hl family.
to Imar the wvicht of the whole
IHnhop Karl Cranston, of Washing
Mrtictnra, need all the liolp tliey
he eny to make
ton, D. C. will preach at the Lead
in pet. It
(i
all
eomforlaMe nlioott If Uint
avenue .Methodist church Sunday
he
people vnnloil, but lln-'
.mint
morning.
Mrs. ('. Henjumin. of North Second
llfnel well "an tlie feet. We have
street, and Mrs. I. Mandell have gone
mid It before and Hay it furaln, that
no hIiocm excel ourn In ntvlc ami lit.
to Faywood Hot Spring on a pluaa- Tlio eye. the foot and the iwcket-Ik- k
ure trip.
Try
by
them.
are nil iMtraoted
A
native by the name of Lou la
a IwJr and we how well we ran
p Padilla was fined $10 in police court
you.
this morning for being drunk and
S disorderly.
Mrs. Seward, wife of Thomas Se
ward, general agent of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company, has
$2.00 to $1.00
Men's Slioes
returned to Albuquerque after a two
months' vwlt in ljoa Angeles.
$1.75 to 93.00
Women's nlioen .
The closing out sale of Whitney
Klioe for Roys and Girls
$1.00 to $2.50
Company's retail hardware stock is
now in progress at from 25 to 75
per cent reduction
from regular
prices. You can't afford to mis it.
Triple Link Rebeckah lodge will
give a pumpkin pie social at Odd
Fellows hall, Tuenday evening, Oct.
Program
29th.
and general good
I
OF
time. Admission 15 cents.
The memorial chanel being built
at the Boys' Industrial school by
Hv. Thos. Harwood In honor of his
deceased wife mill not be dedicated
tomorrow as expected, as It cannot
be finished In time.
The
son of d. E. David
son, of 4 20 West Roma avenue, who
IlE0EIVEiD
fell from
a horse and broke hl
right arm helow the elbow last Tuesday, Us doing well.
The fracture
was reduced by Dr. L. O. Rice.
The Norrls and Rowe circus, which
gave two performances here yesterday, was the best two ring
circus
ever showing In the city. The performances were two hours In length,
scmethlng doing every minute and
the acta or a high class quality.
jj
At 11 o'clock this morning while
painting the front of the Merchants'
Second street, Manuel Acu-m208 s""b s'coad
c Cufe anon employe
jjLMtfljw
of the J. M. Moore
Realty company, who lives at 824
Weft Atlantic avenue, fell from a
JOOOOOOOOOOOOOCJOOOOOOOOOOOO 3000CXXX)CXX)OOOOOOCOC)CO
ladder and received severe bruises
on the body and a slight Injury to
his spine. Dr. L. j. Rice was sum
moned to attend the Injured man.
Four marriage licenses were Is
sued today by Probate Clerk Walker.
Heatrlz Candelarla and Frank Oara- bajal, both of Albuquerque; to FranGO,
cisco Sandoval and Cosme Valencia,
both of Alameda: to Maude Hale
and Harry A. Lathrop, both of AlW. Central
buquerque and to Irene K. Kramer,
32
of Stockton. Cal., and Richard
R.
Myers, of Qureva, lnd.
Avenua
reported
was
this afternoon
It
that Francis Dugan. the call boy In
jured at Gallup a few weeks ago and
who has since been at the local Santa Fe hospital, .was not expected to
live. He was unconscious, and rela
tive wore not permitted to see him.
Dugan's first Injury was a crushed
hand. The hand waa removed shortly after the accident and then later
a second operation was necessary.
Complications have set In.

SATURDAY.

Railroad Avenue
We

whan you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly Fitted
Classen Consult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
txaluslwa

Wt-tl-

There's a right way
to buy clothes; and a
right place.

Opticians

::
Ltnsi Grinding Dons on Premises
tammmammamaaaamnamatmmmmammBmm0aBmmammmamKm
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10 South Second St.
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DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

EACH

IXGUEASIXG IN

ILY',

Watching City
Than At Any Time
In Past.

More

Eyes

Since the recent territorial fair
more eyes are attracted towards Albuquerque than ever, and every Insubstantial growth of the city than
alcatlon points to a more rapid and
any other town In the entire 'west.
Go where you will and by simply
reglstertng from Albuquerque, N. M.,
you at once become
regular bureau
of Information relative to what, opportunities of Investment or employment are now offered, and ninety-nin- e
times out of one hundred the
Albuquerque man will have this to
say:
Two years ago outside residence
lots sold at from $150 to $175, aiot.
Now the game lots are reselling at
from $300 io $500 a lot. There Is
no safer speculation or savings proposition than an Investment In a few
building lots here at the bargain
prices we will offer for a short time.
is
While another .big proposition
maturing, we have decided to clean
up a few choice odds and ends at
sure enough bargain ' prices, and
which will enable every one who has
a little money saved up to make a
very profitable and safe Investment
by selecting something from tha following list:
'
Terms Half cash, balance within
a year or discount of & per cent for
all cash... Five to 20 .acre tracts of
splendid garden, truck or orchard
lands, under good ditches, not over
mile and a balf from city, only $50
to $60 per acre. Similar land elsewhere In the territory is selling at
from $125 to $225 per acre.
Twenty-tchoice
lots In
University Heights from $35 to $100
,
each.
Sixteen choice
lots In Eastern Addition from $150 to $200 each.
Eleven choice "close In" lots In
Perea Addition from $150 to $250
each.
Six choice "close In" lota In Grant
Tract from $150 to $200 each.
emus
Seven choice
Mccormick
residence lots In
doctor
THK LlQl'OU HAIJIT.
Honeymoon Row, Central avenue,
from $150 to $250 each.
Three lots, in Duran & Alexander
Addition from $100 to $150 each.
Four
lots on First
from. $400 to $500 each.
Wertncsdny. Oct. 30th. 1:20 o. m.. street,
on Copper ave
business
lots
Seven
510 West Tljeras
avenue, at the nue Including corner $900 up.
home of Mrs. K. Mandell,' the hand
One extra choice business lot on
some furnishings of her
horn
Central avenue $1,000.
will go at auction.
Goods consist in
One good brick residence and three
part of J65 Majestic range; $35 relots In Eastern Addition only
frigerator, kitchen
utensils, dishes. $1,230.
oak dining table and chairs, side
One small brick house and two 50
board, 8 wardrobes, leather and oak foot lots in Eastern Addition, only
rockers, Morris chair, center tables, $750.
oak settee, French clock, rugs, Wn are llio Owners Perfect Title
stoves, bed room suits, $75 folding
you
we will call and show
bed. 2 chiffoniers,
sanitary couch, youIf aroundwish
In our automobile.
springs, mattresses.
$400 piano In
Surety Investment Co.
use but three months, etc. See goods
Itromlwny Jjantl & Investment Co.
Tuesday 'before sale.
Heights Improvement
I'niMTHity

IT Tinners

Plumbers

50-fo- ot

w

50-fo- ot

illlll

It's .here;
clothes;

20

13 TO

$22.50
to

VAME STEADPER CENT. WE

HAVE FIVE HUNDRED IKJLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONEH WE
WILL SELL AT IOWEH PRICES
THAN THEY CAS BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.

$28.00
Our Fall stock of
Overcoats Is also complete. Nobby garments
at reasonable prices.

Copyright 1907 by
Hart Schaffner kj Marx

SIMON STERN
Quinces,
Pears,
Persimmons,
Tokay Grapes,
Malaga Graites,
Concord Grapes,
Bananas,
Apples, all Varieties,
Cranberries,

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North

Xatlve Celery,
California Head Lettuce,
Cauliflower,
Tomatoes.
Phone

80.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

.

Ieaohes,

MONARCH

allWTfJ

t.

Warranted In every
respect as to fabric,
style and make.

ALL THE TIME

a.

HARDWARE

tto
South
Second

F.roE WATCH REPAIRING

NEW LINE

WL

EVERY THING
THE JEWELRY LINE

COE
JEWCLE, IN

Come In; this Is tha
and the
Jterht way Is to And
A
HarVv. SelialTncr
Marx naV?19 In them.

right place;

tr-r- t.

liu-ni-

1M7.

The
Right
"Weigh"

DIAMOND PALACE

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

Our Shoes Are Perfect Fitters

2.

OCTonEIl

THE

mini

PARAGRAPHS

0

UITlZKf i.

EVKNLNGI

first St.

All Klnat ot Indian and Maxlean Goods. Tba Chaapast
Plaoa to bay Navajo Blankats and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mall Oramrm Carofullv naf Promptly Filled.

GROCERY CO.
307 W. Central.

CHAMPION

GrocerCompany

Suits and Overcoats Custom

Made. Cost same as Ready
Made. Finest Fabrics. Cor-

Fresh Meats
. Staple and Fancy
,

GROCERIES

rect Styles, Perfect Fit.

Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.
Imported
LUCOA OLIVE OIL
IVlratti-iGc-

ENTIRE SATISFACTION

J3i-i
Proprietors
Rhone a I
MM4

OR NO MONEY.

o,

119 South Second Street

W. Tljormu

seml-buslne- ss

50-fo- ot

THE BESTBAR NONE

115-11- 7

Stoves
and
Ranges

Co.

a cold quickly, get from

Albuquerque Iiind Co.
your druggist tome little Candy Cold
K. n. SFJXERS, Manager.
I.Room
Tablets called Preventlca. Druggists
9, Cromwell Ruilding.
s,
everywhere are now dispensing
for thev ere not only afe, Over E. L. Washburn & Co.'s Store.
but decidedly certain and prompt.
fieventies contain no Quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening,
Tuken at the "sneeze stage" Preven-tic- s
will prevent Pneumonia, Bron
chitis, La Grippe, etc.
Hence the
name, Preventlcs. Good for feverish
25
children. 48 Preventlcs
cents.
Trial boxes 5 cents. Sold by all
lealers.
To check

Pre-ventlc-

Some Plain Talk
To You, Sir, About Clothes
You are interested. We believe in our
clothes, and we have had them made for us
by tailors who, we tell you, are the best in
who have
the business being Stein-Bloa,
for 53
watchword
MERIT
their
counted
years. These clothes will fit you, and wear
you and give you style. They are master
put together.
made pure woolen-hones- tly
Dollar for dollar, the price you pay is met
on the level by the quality you obtain.
ch

Suits
$(3 to $30
Other Good Suits for Business

E

Overcoats

$18 to $25

riu

jOPPER

o

111

Are you looking tor omernlngT Re
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talk to the people and
they talk to you.
n

VI

Hardware
and
I
Ranch Supplies
...

MINE AND MILL

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES

and

walk you to an early grave. It's wise
to keep your feet dry with our
rubbers. All sizes for men, A
women and children. C. May's shoe

store,

314

West Central avenue.

der their direction.
recent telegram from the
superintendent says they have
just struck

DAXCK. DANCE AT
1N E.HALL
KATVHIY NIGHT,
t EN X I.EM EN 50e. I.AIIES FREE.
Peats for the Primrose Minstrels' HIGH GRADE GOLD ORE
t
matinee tomorrow afternoon will be
2Ti, &0 and 75 cent.
in an extension of their vein. One
If yon nexl furniture, rail on Clias. of the
officers of the company
L. Keppeler, 317-11- 1
fcktulli
will
leave
for the mine In about
: .."0
Wool fringed rugs
and up.
ten days. Remember until then
Kuuelle Furniture Co.
O

Wear $!0 and Upwards

L. WASHBURN CO.

DR. V. II. CONNER.
PHYSICIAN AND KIRGEON
OSTEOPATH.
ALL O RA1H.E DISEASES TREAT"
NO
CHARGE Hill CON.
ED.
SI'LTATION".
OFFICE S2I N. T. A KM I JO HIIM).
ING. TE1.EPHONE Ki5 AND 325.

500 Shares for
Only $125

and

IMPLEMENTS

J

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS

WORKERS

HEATING STOYES
1

ENAMEL

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

wrnj

SPORTING

o

STAGE TO JEME7.. LEAVES Sll
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
5 O'CIXJCK.

s

MILLER

O

le

I

WHITNEY
COMPANY
WholeHale and F2?tEil
Hardwaro

-- 0-

This company is capitalized
for only $300,000 and conDANCK
AT
DANCE.
trolled
by local officers, every
ICK.H LL RATI KHAY Mf.HT.
(ENTLEMEV 5(k-- . UMHES FREE. dollar spent being solely unRubber overshoes, damp feet will

-

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Line

DEATH YALLEY, CALIF.

SCOTT KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
House slippers for men, felt or
leather. 75 to $2. House slippers for
women, felt or leather, 65o to $1.50.
House slippers for children, red felt,
i bc
to i. at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.

NORTH FIRST STREET

and

GOODS

and
AMMUNITION

TINWAREj

ADDRESS

0.

113-119-11-

SELLERS, Secy.

K. B

IluMin

,

Cromwell

nkljr.

7

SOUTH

rmSTZTKETAND

401-40- 3

NORTH

FIRST STREET

